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HEALTH AND SANITATION LESSONS (AFRICA)

The following health, nutrition and sanitation lesson plans
recently translated for use in The Gambia were originally
develoPed by Niger health_PCVs. These lessons were _designed
to be used in a variety of ways in home visits, pre/post-natal
consultations, well-baby clinics, and primary school; Unlike
most traditional health lesson plans which emphasize the "lecture"
method, these Niger lesson plans were- designed to stimulate and
encourage full participation of the clients. Although designed
in 1971 for Sahelian countries, these lessons, adapted and modified
as appropriate, can potentially serve as a valuable tool for
health programs in Francophone Africa today, and perhaps as a
guide for materials development in Latin America and NANEAP, as
well.

We would like to encourage your feedback on how usefuLthis _

pedagogical style is to your setting and program and'what revisions
you have made or new ideas you have added to make these lesson
plans more appropriate for your country's needs.

Peace Corps' Information Collection and Exchange (ICE) we,s established
so -that the_strategies and technologies developed by Peace Corps
Volunteers in their field work could be made available to the
wide range of development workers who might find them useful.
Training guider;, curricula, lesson plans, manuals and other Peace
Corps-generated materials developed -in the field are collected
and reviewed: some of these materials are reprinted; others
provide_an important source_of field-based information for the
production of manuals. A listing ofall Information Collection
and Exchange publications is available through:

Peace Corps_Information Collection & Exchange
806 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.0 _20525 _

Telephone: (202) 254-7386
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INTRODUCTION

'The_followingare some suggestionsfor the use of theselessons in the context of a community-b-ed health and sanitationeducation prograM:

1. Understanding the conternSOf your target gToup.
Uhen you start work as a health educator; it will takea long time to

boob-hid familiar with the people you have. set out to "educate". In facti, you will bo a student oftheir languaze,
of_their culture; and Of how_they perceivetheir needs. At the same time; you,will heed to establisha dialogue based on trust and respect. Fre3auent visits andchats will form the baSia of your reIatienahip with ,thepeople in the communities you serve. This process May_ takeSeveral weeks or months until you react: a good understandingof the people with whom you are fArming a dialogue,

2. Identifying the health probletl'e in a community.
After reaching an:understanding of your target group'sculture and their

perceived_needs; you should find. themmore reteptive.to your inqUitios regarding their healthprobl'ems. A possible approach'maylbe for_ you to askpeople questions.fromhSobie of the Health and Sanitationlessons to determine where the emphasis should be whenyou eventually start using the lessons;

tri.0
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3; An approach to using the Health and Sari tation Lessons.

lifter familiarizing yourself .Q1th their perceived needs
and what you recognize as the health problems of the
people in your target villages, You may map out a strat-
egy of the most appropriate sequence of the lessons that
yeU haVe chosen to use. If you_are fortunate enough to
have a local counterpart, consult each other closely before
comdng to an agreement on what -is the_best approach. Start
with lessons that relate closely to the people's perceived.
needs. Your audience should be responsive to topics that
are on their minds. Then move gradually to other-lessons
that dealwith_problems you have identified; In doing so;
you will have been able to respond to their felt needs and
you will foster an awareness of other problems whith they
had not perceived before.

A description of the Health and Sanitation Lesson plans.

Those lessons are not meant to be definitive. Nor should
YOU feel that they must be followed to the Word. Instead,
they -may be used_as guides and models from which health
educators can gain the inspiration to create their own
lessons (depending on your health program; a further
translation into a local iiihg*ige May be needed if you are
to teach -it directly, or the Enulish language version can
be kept if you ha.Vb it translated on the spot by your
counterpart).

Each lessor_is designed to present basic concepts of health
and sanitatiOn; USitg a simple question and answer sequence
supplemented by visual aids. This approach is meant to
elicit active Participation by the target group or person.
Each lesson is divided into six sections, as defined below:

Ai GOAL.: To describe the aim of the lesson in
general_terms. Goals should be simple
and straightforward;

. OWECTIVES: To enemerate the specific points to be
presented. Objectives should be detailed
and clearly defined. (See "Preparing
Instruttienal Objectives"; available in
the Action library.)

VTSUAL AIDS: A description and reminder of the:posters,
pictures and real life objects that Should
be ready before every lesson.
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D; PR:!;SENTATION: To present the points an the objectives
with a question-answer buildup; starting
Frith general_and familiar topicsi then
gradually guiding and narrowing topics
down to the specific theme to be introduced;
EaCh bUildup begins either With the display
of a visual aid and questions relating to
the visual aid or by_statements or questions;
all designed to create an appropriate setting
for the buildup to the theMe.

E. Q.U71:STIONS: To -verify the comprehension of topics covered
in the presentation; co as to determine_
whether the objectives have been reached If
some or several answers_are not satisfactory;
then those topics should be presented again.

P. SUMMARY:. A revision of the point:Lmade in the objectives
in the educator's own words; An opportunity
to make concluding remarks.

When writing new leaaohs- bear in mind that the goals
and objectiVes_should_be clear; simple; and precise._ It mayconfuse listeners or detradt from important topics if tee Many
concepts are introduced in one lesson.

5. Presentation of a Health and Sanitation Lesson
A; Intrad Lion

Always greet_ all listeners and engage in some ereall
talk to create a relaxed atMosphere, f-sk about some of
their health problems_and find out hew they intend to
solve them; Then. Make a gradual transition to your
lesson.

3; 3161tIng-responses

yo,) -gill hear a variety of responses to both your_
visual aids and your qUetions. Many may bo far from
what you want. It is important not to become discouraged

vii
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or to discourage your listeners_by cutting them short;
If a response is not relevant, bUt contains some good
ideas. answer "yes, that's also true" and move on to
another person, Keep those ideas in mind for
discussion and give the person credit_fcr them If
the response is partially relevant, nen encourage a
short discussion of the ideas: -but don't lose sight
Of the answer you w=nted to elicit. However* if the
response has no positive value* then don't say any-
thing, and move on to another person who may have_a
good answer. When a good answer is given, go back to
tho first person, ask them the same_ euostion again
(you may rephrase it slightly) or show them the same'
poster to_check whether the point has been understood,
Finally* if you are not getting any good responses.
-then rephrase your question or move on to the next
point; In the case cf a visual aid thatdoes not_elicif*
the desired response, abandon it to-avoid confusion;
When you rephrase your questions* be careful to avoid
questions that may sIiett a "yes" or "no" answer if
you want a detailed answer. In many_places, people
will answer "yes" even if they than "no", or " I don't
understand", sometimes just to please you or because
they don't want to admit that they did not understand
your qUestion. Start your questions_with the following
question words if you do not want a,"yee" or "no" answer:
what* where, when, why, how* who and which,

C. Snsuring full participation in a group presentation;

Here are a few points to keep iu mind as you present
your lessons:

Always place yourself whore overyono can see you.

Speak loudly and clearly (this point' cannot be
overemphasized beCause yoU will be competing
with crying babies and other distractions);

Face your audience at all times,

Be careful not to call cn the same people all the
time.

Maintain_a good pace to keep your rdiences attention;
If you slow down or got bogged down in explaining
something you may lose part'ofyour audience;

- Make sure people can seo your_visual aids. Peas _

them around so that :loople will have a closer le-^7-.
Don't forget to collect them later if you want to
keep them;

viii
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- Moie arouad_tbe room if you can so that you will have
'been, close to as many people as possible during your
l0000n.

- Relax -tend smile often to keep a good rapport with
your lictteners. They Will be irresponsive and tense
if yoU stiff or nervous in your presentation.

Follow-ul,

1..t the and ef_each lesson, take some tilde out to write
down some pf 'the more interesting responses. Attach
these notes toyour lessons for future reference. Some
of the points in the lessons may not have been_fUlly
understood, others retat all. New health problems
may have come to your attention. You may have to
present all or part of a_lesson_mgain. A new_ approach
msy also_he necessary. It -is Also useful to have
record ofresponses to :there with fellow healtIll
educators. These responses may be collected into a
report on your project, or included in a critique of

Health and Sanitation lessons.

GOOd tuck;

ritra,eme Freliek
November 18; 1978
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LESSON 14 nin IMPORTANCE OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH CARE CLINICS

GOAL: To Make pregnant_women aware Of the importance of

visits to MCH Clinics and what happens during these

Visits.

OBJECTITTS: At_theend of this lesson; Pregnant women will be

able to list the. following:

1; The mid-wife _orthe nurse knows the perioziof
gestation Well t::-Ad she can monitor the progress

Of a woman's pregnancy.

During prenatal visite the mid-wife or nurse will:

a; Weigh the pregnant woman to monitor her gains

or losses.

b. Examine her urine to look for albumen.

6. Check. her blood preSeUre.

d. Measure the uterus and feel her_abdomen_to
determine what the position_of the fetus is

and to check other things as well.

e. Listen to the child's heartbeat.

f. Check for edema.

g. AdMinliter immunizations.

h. Give Health Education talks to groups and

indiViduals.

3. TO make sure that the child_is developing well
during pregnancy and that there will be no
problethe during childbirthi pregnant women must

regularly visit MCH Clinics.

VISUAL AS - Pregnant women at &NCH Clinic;
.= Pregnant woman on a scale.
- Midwife examining urine ee.mplee;

- MidWife measuring a.pregnant_woman's_uterus.
- Midwife_listening to_a child's heartbeat in the womb.

- Nurse eAthihietering immur'zation

PRESENTATION: = If you have a small baby who brings it to the

MCH Clinic?

- If you have a sick Child; who brings it to the

dispensary or health center?

.
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PRESENTATION: -Mothers should bring their children to the MCH
Clinics._ _They are primarily_responsible for _

their babies and are in the best position to know
and to learn what is good for their'children.

-Who is primarily responsible for children?

-Why?

-As soon as possible after the -birth (or naming ceremony)
tOthersshould bring their babies to an MCH Clinic

Its development can be monitored; If the baby is
c, he should even be brought earlier.

--What about the unborn baby? Who takes care of;him?

-Is there a day at MCH Clinics that is set'aside for
pregnant women and their unborn children?

{Show poster of pregnant women at MCH

-You are here for prenatal care. Every month there
are times for visits by pregnant women to MCH Clinics.

-Who, during_prenatal visiti_is in charge of examining
you to check your health and to monitor the progress
of your pregnancy?

(Show posters of_pregnant_woman on_a scale, being
examined by a mid-wife, mid-wife listening to a
child's heartbeat in the womb, examining urine
samples and nurse adtinistering immunizations.
Ask what is going on in each poster.)

-What are the nurse and mid-wife doing?

-Yes, they are also administering immunizations; Why?

QUESTIONS: 1; Who is at MCH Clinics to handle prenatal visits?

SUMMARY:

2; What happens during those visits?

3; Why should pregnant women regularly visit MCH
Clinics?

Go over the main point., in the objectives.



LESSON 2i WEIGHT DURING PREGNANCY

GOAL; To make pregnant women aware that weight gains are
normal during pregnancy.

OBJECT/VMS: At the end of this lesson, women should be able to
list the following:

1. To keep track of their weight, pregnant women
must visit the Maternal Child Health Clinic on
a regular basis.

2; Loss of weight during pregnancy is not good; the
same applies to very rapid weight gains, In both
cases visits to the MCH Clinic are necessary.

3. Eating little does not help childbirths

a. Hy diminishing the size and weight of the child
he -will be- weakened and more liable to become
ill fie will adapt poorly to life outside the
womb).

b. The womon_will be weak and will not have enough
strength to push during childbirth;

VISUAL AIDS; = a series of pictures showing the development of the
fetus in the uterus.

= baby at childbirth
one year old child; he has teeth and begins to crawl

PRESENTAT/ONs Aak pregnant women what happens to their children
after childbirth; Try to encourage answers in which
they say their children will grow and gain weight.

As soon as they respond:show them ,a picture of_a
baby at childbirth and one of a one - year -old baby.

Your child grows inside you and continues to_grow after,
he is born. He is small at birth but gradually his
teeth grow, he starts to crawl and he eats porridge.

- What is happening to the child you are carrying?
Is he growing?

Show and explain pictures showing the development of
the fetus in the uterus.

- Every time you_visit MCH Clinic, the mid =wife
weight you; Do you know why?

Verify that they understand why by explaining that
when the mid-wife notices you are gaining a normsl
amount of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



weight; your pregnancy is progressing well. If

you are losing weight; then she will_know that
your child is not developing correctly or you are
ill. In the latter case; she will refer you for
medical care or treat you.

- Are there women here who believe thatifthey
do not Oat much their delivery will be easier
because their child will be small?

-In_facti not- eating much will make delivery
diffiehlt. What does a pregnant woman look
like when she does not eat much?

- A thin pregnant woman is therefore weak, Is

strong?

-To give birth does she need strength? Why?

he

-Therefore; e. -woman who does not eat much during'
pregnancy idaL be weak and will not have enough
strength to push her child out when it i3 born.
In addition, the child will be very tired. He
may not cry and he may not survive.

,-So; it is good'to_gain weight during prognIs.ncy.
A pregnant woman sho.cid visit the MCh Clinics on a
regular basis so- the mid-wife can monitor 'tier
weight and give her some advice. She will then be_
able to find out if her child is developing normally.

QUESTION: 1. Is it normal to gain weight during prep

2. Is it normal to /ose weight during pregnancy?

3. What.muet pregnant women do if they are losing
weight?

4; Why does poor eating make your delivery difficult?

5. Nhat_must pregnant women do to find out if they -

are losing or gaining Weight-and to keep track of
the development of their child?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.

BEST CM' PA! 4E 18
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LESSON 3: larpDURINGPREGNANCY

GOAL: To make pregnant women_aware.that it is important to
eat a wide variety of foods to ensure that their _

Child grows normally; Also, to chow them the kinds
of food thel must' eat.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, the women should be able

to list the following:

1; An unborn baby can only eat_what his mother eats.
In fact. the food she eats is absorbed into her
blood and is passed on to the baby.

2; Pregmant women must not just eat food 3.n- quantity,
but thWmust always keep in mind the quality of
the'food they eat; They should eat foods which are
good body builders.

3: If pregnant women eat millet or corn with a meat
sauce, green leaves, vegetables and fruit they will
have a good diet for themselves and their cAldren,

VISUAL AIDS: Two pregnant women (Mariama and Hadi) at the MCH
'Clinic. Both women look healthy and are wearing
similar clothes,
Mariama at home, She is eating millet;
Hadi at home; She is eating millet with meat
sauce, green leaves and an orange.
Hadi at the MCH,Clinic. She_is smiling and healthy
Mariama at the MCH Clinic. She is skinny and sad;

PRESENTATION: Show_postei of the two pregnant women at the MCH,
Clible, Ask the following qu-)stions:

Here are Mariama and Hadi. 'How are they?

Yes, they are pregnant. There are babies growing
in their wombs.

What does a child need to grow and stay in good
health?

Does the unborn child Also need rood?

- The unborn baby is fed by what his mother eats.
The food she eats is absorbed into her blood and
reaches the_baby through the placenta and the um-
bilital cord; If she does not get enough food* she
will be weak and she may become ill. If she becomes

it Will badly affect the health of the unborn
baby.

19
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Show poster of Mariama at home eating millet or
pap Ask the questions:

-Here is Mariama at home; What is she eating?

.AIDoes millet sufficiently nourish a
woman and her child?

-Pregnant women must notonly Watch the quantity
but also the ouality of food they eat; They must
eat good body-building foodb=for example, meat,
green leaves, vegetables and fruits.

-Will a pregnant women's child be well fed if she
only eats minet or coos pap?

Show poster of Hadi eating millet With meat sauce,
green leaves end an orange.

- Here is Hadi. What is She eating?

- .If '!adi eats' this way every: -y Will her baby be
Well fed?

Show poster of an unhappy Mariama and a happy Hadi.

Look at Mariama and Heidi. Which one is happier?
Why?

- Hadi is happier because she is healthy. She is
stronger, more joyful.

Which one Will haVe a stronger baby? Why ?

QUESTIONS: 1.How does the

2.What are the
should eat?

3.111406t is more
of the food?.

unborn baby receive his food?

imp6ritht,foodo a preg--nt woman

important; the quantity or the quality

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.

C7PY AVAILABLE



LESSON itt

GOittt

WORK DURING PREGNANCY

(a) To make_pregnant women aware of the dangers of
overworking during pregnancy;

(b) To rake them aware of how they_can or
their time and energy to make their vork.less
burdensome.

OnJECTIVES: At the end of this lessorq pregnant women should be
able to list the following:

1; Pregnancy is not_an illneSS; Pregnant women can
Work, but they must bear in mind that they are
carrying a growing child.

2, Pregnant_women shodld decrease their work load
and cut down on the following activities:

a; Walking long distances carrying heatry leads;

b; Pounding millet, etc.., especially in the
early stages of pregnancy;

c. Riding overlong distances in the backa of
lorries over bad roads.

d. Drawing water from very deep wells;

3. Pregnant women can organize their work so that it

is less burdensome. They can:

a, Get together with other Women to rent or use
a donkey cart to carry their heavy loads.

b. Ask other women to helppound their millet;
Theni_pound enough for a week at a time so
that they don't have to do it everyday,

c;77-avel as little_as possible. If it is
necoSZary, then try to sit in a comfortable
placei where the vehicle does not bounce too

much.

d. :folk other women to help carry_water. Then,
carry enough water_to ladt a lmtg time so as
to avoid repeated trips to the well:

VISUAL A/DS: - Pregnant woman cooking(cutting meat).

Pregnant woman pounding millet.

- Pregnant woman carrying a heavy load of mood,.

21
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Pregnant woman drawing and carrying water.

- Pregnant women booking a Meal for the family;

- Several women pounding millet together;

- Pregnant woman carrying a swan load of

- Pregnant worn asleep;

- Child driving a donkey cart fUll of wood.

- Several women carrying water.

PRESENTATIONt Show poster of pregnant woman cutting mtAt;

- Hero is Sainabou; How is she?

- Is she III?

What is she doing? Is she working?

Pregnancy is not an illness. A pregnant
woman can go about her daily Chores (suc as
cooking and washing)

- Although Sainabou is pregnant She is cooking
meal for her family. Otherwise her family

will be hungry and unhappy.

- However, pregnant women sheuld but down on

their hardest chores.

,-.What sort of work should pregasmt women cut
down on?

AsWomen answer, show posters of a pregnant
woman drawing and carrying water, a woman
carrying a heavy bundle of wood and a woman
pounding millet; If there is no response, then
describe what is going on in the posters.

= What is happening to the pregnant woman who is
carrying water, pounding millet and carrying
a heavy bundle of wood?

What might happen to a pregnant woman who is
very tired?

- To avoid miscarriages, pregnant women Should
minimize their workload. They should be very
careful not to become Overtired.

- How can they decrease their workload?

Show poster of several women pounding millet
together;

prrrrPrlIffyAHAOLE 22
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- If_there are other women around they can_be

asked to help the pregnant WomanpoUnd her

millet. They should pound enough millet for a

Week at a timei so she will_net_have_to pound

everyday. They ban _also help her carry enough

Water for a few days;_ Show poster -of pregnant

woman etrrying a small load of wood;

If a pregnant woman must feteu wood :let her carry

it in small bundleS;

What Will. happen to her if she carries large

bundles?

Show poster of child driVing a donkey cart full of

wood.

- The pregnant woman should ask -other warren if they
know 6omeoneWith a donkey cart; When they find
someenei they can get together and have the donkey
cart carry everybody's wood. If the owner of the
Mart charges moneyi then all the'women can
contribute a bit of money to pay for carrying the

wood.

- Since a pregnant woman should avoid becoming very
tiredo what ahoUld She do?

Show poet-6r of woman sleeping and explain that
pregnant women need more vest than usual. They must

lead_a quiet and healthy life to avoid Causing
problems to their unborn child.

Ask women if_they become tired when they make long
tripbtrecipedially in the backs of lorries. Ask
them to_compare how they feel after a trip from
Own "a" to "b" F50 Miles apart) -or after a trip
from_ "a" to "c" 150 miles apart) or froth "b" to
"d" (25 miles apart on a very bad road);

- Since pregnant women must avoid bouncing their
unborn child around; That else must they avoid?

Explain that_letg hard trips are hazardous to her
health and that of her child;

QUESTIONSt 1; ;thy should pregnant women decrease their Work

load?

Uhat are some examples of heavy work which they
can cut down on?

3. bat should pregnant women do to prevent faticue.

SUMMknx Go over the main points in the objectives.
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L2SSOU 3: HYGirNE DURING PREGNANCY

GOAL: To make prestInat women aware that they should
adopt_some habits to_accomodate for the child _

that is growing inside them and to enhance their
personal hygiene and comfort;

OBjECTMS: At the end of this lesson women should be able to
list the following:

1. The clothing of a pregnant woman affects her
pregnancy; camTortabla clothes promote a healthy
pregnancy;

2 Washing thoroughly everyday is very important for
a healthy pregnancy._ It is also important to keep
one's nalAs 'short and clean;

Camphor balls mixed p=ith groundnut oil is good to
get rid of Ude.

VISVAL AIDS: Pregnant woMen With a tight_bloups.-

Pregnant woman with a loose and comfortable blouse;

Pregnant Women bathing;

PRZSENTATION ShoW poster of a woman in a tight blouse;

Here is re4tou How is she?

What is she wearing?

Is. it good to .faar a blouse like that one?

Why is a tight blouse painful for a pregnant
woman?

Why is a tight blouse not good for you?

Since you have a child growing inside you, it
is bad to wear tight clothes. Vhat other clothes
can cause discomfort to a pregnant woman?

Show poster of Fatou in a loose

Now Fatou is wearing a more appropriate blouse;
DOESCribti it.

Whit other clothes should Fatou wear? Are high
/leaked shoes safe? Why?

rixplain thmt_when pregnant women wear bras, they
should wear .big enough ones so that their breasts
will not be squeezed;

rirrir onctv,7 ri
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Fatou is well droseed for her pregnaneli.
She has a loose blouse and comfortable shoes.
She Want. to have a happy and healthy pregnancy.
Now she should .think of washingevery fty.

Show poster of rntcu Vvhing.
What is she doing? Why?

- How cften shculd'ehe wash?

Why z-es a pregnant woman sweat a lot?

- Women usuaty have vaginal aischarges_d-ring
pregnancy; t:.o_e'orez they must always stay
very clean. They should also keep their nails
short and clean.

What do long, dart? hailscarry?
_ __L

= They etiMetimes carry lice. 'What happens when
: -- get into your hair?1..
'What is a way for getting` rid of lice?

.

You mix dephdr balls With some groundnut oil,
put it in your hair .__'..1r.parting it. Leave it
overnight and wash. With warm-water and soap;
Do not mix tamphor leth'IM-G:ene. If there are
still some lice left0416Ataigaia;

. .

What is the beet Way Of USeping,your hair clean?

Wabh it at lOaSt ones a weak :with soap and water
and braid It.

.

GUESTIONS: 1. What kinds of clothes are most appropriate for a
pregnant women? .

2; What other precautions should she take?
How Often should she wash her body?: Her

34 HOw do you get rid of lies?

Go over the main points in the objeCtives.
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08804 6: DANGER SIGNALS DURING PREGNANCY

GOAL: To make pregnant women aware of danger signals
during pregnancy. TO enbOurage them to seek
medical_attention as soon as these 4angers are
apparent.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, women should be able
to list the following:

1. There are problems_that occur during pregnancy
which may be the Signs Of an imminent miscarriage:

a. Vaginal bleeding;
b. Severe abdominal pain.
c. Bad backaches.
4. Very bad headaches;

e. =171r11.1:ficult-to urine and

f. Exaggerated; weight gains

2. A pregnant woman With these problems must
immediately report to a mid-wife;

3. PalPitption (include section)

. Pregnant woman with blood on her loincloth.

- Pregnant woman with ti.baCkache.

- Pregnant woman vomiting;

- Pregnant woman clutching at her waist; she is
'crouching and her'face is contorted.

- Pregnant woman being accompanied by a friend to
Seek medical attention.

VISUAL AIDS:

PRESENTATION: = Do you know women who have miscarried?

= What happened just before_their miscarriage?
What are the signs of an ithininent. mismarriage?

. - Pregnancy is a normal condition but there are
preblems !which can arise. These problems moan
that there are abnormal occurences in the
development of this-Pregnancy. The pregnant
woman who notices the :.) problems must seek
medical attention;

Show posters of the danger signals. Ask the women
What each picture represents;

Problems that can be signs of an imminent Mid=
carriage are:

a. Vaginal bleeding or discharge.
b. Severe abdominal pain.
c. Bad backaches

1 Lial LABIE
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do Very bad headaches.
Unable or difficult to urinate and
abnormal urine.

Show poster of-woman going to the MCH clinic.

= If a pregnant woman notices one of-these eignsi
wbat must she do?

QUESTIONS: 1. that are alarm signals (or warning signals)
which may precede an imminent miecnrriags?

2. What must ippregnant woman do when Who nc,tft eo
these signs?

SUMMARY: Go over the main_points in the objectives.
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L:

CONSTIPATION'DURING PRMNANCY

To make pregnant women aware'that constipation is

very common during pregnancy and how to avoid it so
as to be comfortable.

O3J3CTIVZS: At the end of this lesson, women should be able to
list the following:
la; Constipation is the inability to pass stools.

lb; To avoid constipation, a pregnant woman should
include in her_dietvegetables, eapecially_green
'vegetables, and fruit: papayas, oranges, mangoes,
pineapples, lemon; bissops and baobab leaves:

2; It is Mdre'important to follow_a good diet rather
than to rely on cures for constipation which can

be dangerous.

3; Laxatives, or any pills must_not_be used as a

matter_ofcourae, They should only be used when
prescribed by competent medical personal.

4, Pregnant women need -to -drink more_clean water
than usual to facilitate the passing of body

wastes.

Vi ALAIDS: = A pregnant woman._ - _

- Rice, bananast_and_baobab
= Oili groundnuts, beans;
- Vegetables and fruit: lettuce,, oranges, lemons,
pxpeapplesi papayas; mangoes.. and other greens.

PFMEITTATION1 ShoW poster of a pregnant woman.

- Here le a pregnant woman; Did she change her diet

during pregnandy?

If the women answer "yes" ask them hoW and why?

- Are there some foods which she should not eat?

- Again, if the answer is "yes", ask how and why?

= De pregnant women often have problems when they
relieve themselves? 'That problems do they have?

- What can they do to avoid constipation?

- YOU know that a woman's body changes during pregnancy.
The baby takes up a lot of room and it Can put s lot
of pressure on a woman's stomach; It is more diffi-

RS
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Chit for her stomach to-digest food; consequently;
pregnant women_can easily be constipated. Therefore;
they should eat foods that are easy to digest;

- Do you know of any foods that cause oonstipation?

Show poster of rice Arid bananas.

- Rice and bananas cause constipation. Do you know
of other foods that are difficult .to digest?

Show poster of groundnuts, oil and beans;

- Foods that contain a lot of oil are diff_ ult to
digest. It is best to cut down on them as much as
possible during pregnancy.

- The way you'eat is also an important consideration!
If_you eat too much and-too fast; food does not go
down well; ::Why?

- Ye know that the baby takes up e lot of room. Food_
also takes up a lot of room. If you eat too much at
a time the baby will block the passage of the fe
What should you do to avoid that problem?

- There are also some foods_ that are good for avoidina
constipation What are they?

Show poster of fruits and vegetables;

- To_avoid constipationi_pregnant- women should eat a
lot of vegetables and fruits: papayas; orlges;
mangoes, lemons, carrots, tomatoes and lettuce;

- When you are constipated, how do you treat it?

Whibh is better: to avoid constipation or to treat
it all the time?

- DuringAlregnancy, yoUr baby is vffy delicate; If
you take laxative medicine often, may hate: the baby
even if it works._ You should only take laxatives
under doctor's order. Youahould seek medical
attention if you are constipated.

F!xplain that -it -is important_to drink -more water than
usual to facilitate the passing of body wastes.

lqUESTIOUS: 1, Which foods are to be avoided during pregnancy?

2. How should you eat during pregnancy?

3. What foods help you to avoid being constipated?

4; Is it a good idea to take laxative medicine Altring
pregnancy?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points the objectives.
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LESSON 8:
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7241A. DUB PR7G1TANCY

GOAL: TO Make pregnant women aware_of the dangers of
anemia_and to showtheM what foods are needed to

preVent it;

09JECTIVES: At the end of this_lessonj the women should be able

to list the_folloWing:
1. ArieMia is a_aeficiency of iron in the blood

caused by insufficient iron in end's diet.
Iron makes the blood -red and gives- the--body energy.

2; An anemic woman is pale, eut of breath and weak.

3. An anemic woman does not have enough strength
to work or to push at childbirth.

4; To prevent anemiai_pregnarit women should eat
foodsthat are rich in iron: vegetables,_ meat
(especially liver)i_eggst fruit; groundnuts,
dried_beans, green leaves (netotuo,
baobab leaves, etci..)

VISUAL AIDS: - Woman who is weak and out of breath;

- Woman:surreUnded by foods that are rich in iron:

meat (liver), eggs, vegetables, groundnuts,

dried beans, green leaves, fruit:

PRESMITATION - What should a pregnant_woman de to make sure that

there is iron in het blood?

Show picture Of a pregnant woman surrounded by foods

that are rich in iron.

- What are these iron=rith food?

- Areany_of thee: harmful? (here, you maydiscuss

foodS that are taboosi_suCh as eggs, raw groundnuts

or roasted in the shell -- explain that your Mother,

ate theee things when she was carrying you and that

your friends who are- pregnant eat_these_fooda and

they are strong and_healthy,_ Their children are

born strong and healthy as well.)

- Everyday, pregnant women should eat foods that

contain iron;

Pregnant women who visit I{CH Clinics will_be

sent for treatment if they are anodic. They will

alSo be given advice_on_What to eat so that she

and her baby can be healthy;

pm!! Am c
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QUESTIONS: 1. What is anemla?

2. Why is it not good for a pregnant woman to be
enemin?

3; How can we avoid anemia?

4; What are foods that are rich in iron?

SUMMRY: Go over the insk.in points in the objectives.
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LICSSOH 9s MALARIA DURING PREGUANCY

MALI To make p- regnant women aware that malaria, the moat
common disease in Africa, ia one of the most danger-
one diseases that threaten pregnant wnmen.

OSTICTIVESI At the end of this lesson, the women should be able
to list the followings

1. Sometimes pregnant women are stricken with malaria;
which causes anemia and miscarriages.

2. When pregnant women have malaria, they cannot work,
they are feverish and tired.

3. They should protect themselves by sleeping under
mosquito nets and by keeping mosquitoes away from
their house;

4. When a pregnant woman has malaria, she should
seek medical attention immediately.

VISUAL AIDS, Pregnant woman.
Pregnant woman with malaria.
Pregnant womamLsleeping under_a mosquito net.
Open jars and broken bottlds in,a compote.
Ditch with water in it.
BOY Weeding around a house;

PR38 1TATIOU: Show poster of a pregnant woman.

Mere is a_pregnant woman. She, like everyone, is
prone to disease; But diseases can_be_worse for
pregnant women because of their conditlem.

What are some diseases that pregnant women are
prone to?

Malaria thratens a lot of pregnant WOMOU4

Show woman with malaria.

That are the symptoms_of malaria?

When pregnant women have malaria they- cannot
work. They are weak and tired. Their skin is
hot and.sweating; They feel like vomiting.
Their joints are sore and they have a bitter
taste in their mouths.

What is a very serious consequences of malaria
for a pregnant woman?

Malaria weakens you. You will lack energy and blood

PESTCVYMILABLE



and you Will become pale These weaknesses can cause

miscarriages; Since_malaria_can cause you to be weak
and to miscarry, it is more serious in
pregnant women than in others.

=Sinde 4, might miscarry, what should a_preghant women

do to avoid malaria? What causes malaria?

- Therefore, what should be done-tb prevent malaria
during pregnancy?

Show poster of a mosquito.

=Mosquito bites cause malaria. So, what must he
done to avoid theM?

Show pogiter of a pregnant woman under a mosquito
net; Ask them to describe what is in the picture.

-Since mosquitoes come out at night, pregnant women
should_ sleep under a mosquito.net. If they always

'sleep under a mosquito net, they will not get bitten;

They will not get malaria.

Show poster of open jars and broken bottles.

Where do mosquitoes lay their eggs?

-Mosquitoes lay their eggs in stagnant water. So,

what must be done to fight mosquitoes? (Encourage
these answers: we should cover our jars and other
water containers; we should pick up and bury old

bottles and cans; places Where stagnant water is
found should_be filled in or drained. Then report

to the health inspector.)
Show poster of a boy weeding around the house.

-Where do mosquitoes stay during the day?

-What should you do to keep mosquitoes out of your

coMpound?

-Wends should be removed from the compound so that
mosquitoes cannot wait there during the day to come

out at night.

-Precautions must be taken against malaria when you

are pregnant. During pregnancy a bad, case of malnr±ft

can cause a miscarriage; anemia or-a still birth;

Show poster of Wootton with malaria.

33
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What should a:pregnant woman d4 if she has malaria?

Tee* she ehotld IMModi&tely seek mOical attention.
She should follow the nurse's advice and take her
medicine.

QUESTIOUS: 1. Why can diseases be very serious in pregnant women?

2. Whitt is-one of the most serious diseases that
pragnmnt women are prone to?

3. What &re the symptoms of malaria?

4. What Oka be .done to avoid talarito

5. What must be done WheneSileria strikes?_

SUMMIRY; Go over main points in objectives.
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LBSSON 10: VMEREAL DISEASES: GONORRB2A

GOALi To Make pregnant women aware that gonerrhea_is
serious because it affects_theirorgana and it
can have serious repercussions on both them and
their children.

OBJECTIVES: At theandof this.lessonithe women should ID*
able-to list:the following:

1. Gonorrhea is a disease which affeetts your
an= ^v'gans. It is transmitted by sexual
contact with someone whoalready has it.

2. Gonorrheal-infection can cause serious eye
disease in the new born child. This disease
cenbe one cause of blindness in young children.

3. Gonorrhea can lead to sterility.

4. Gonorrhea is sometimes noticeable due to a
thick white or yellow discharge and by &
burning sensation when you urinate.

5. Gonerthea is in many cases not at all noticeable;

6; The symptoms of gonorrhea are not as notice-'`
able 10_to 15 days after sexual contact has
been made.

7. StitiftitiMeeti a little sore is noticeable on the
inside of your thighs..

8. Treatment is very simple and offective You
should immediately go to seek medical attention_
and advise your male partner to go -as well. You
should also go if your maIe_pertner_finds that_he
has gonorrhea whether or not you notice that you
have any spar-tens,.

VISUAL AIDS: .Sad woman (Sim) with her_ blind child. He isweak. he-
has e runny nose. The child is eight years.old.

-Pregnant woman (Hadi) with her three children.

=Pregnant woman (Haft) at the MCH Clinic. She is
talking with a mid-wife.

PRES2NTATION: Show poster of Sire with her blind child.

=Here'd Sire. She has 'an only child._Abdou. who
is blind._ When Sira_was pregnant,- she saw a
thick white pus discharge on her loin cloth. Also
she felt some pain when she urinated. BUt since
she did not feel much rein and because her symptoms_
disappeared after two weeks she did nothing about it.

She did not seek
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medical attention to see whether or not she had
gonorrhea or some other infection. She thought
this was due to her pregnancy.

-ThSri her son-was delivered he came out' blind because
he bad caught his mother !s disease._ Sira.bas not
been pregnant since AtdOuis birth. Shs can no
longer have dhtidron, Gcnorthen.- has. destroyed her
reproductive organs.

Why did Sir. eve birth to n blind

=Why can she no longer become pregnant?

Show poster of-Hadi end her three children.

-Here Is her f=iend Haft and her three children.
Hadi is pregnant. She r -larly visits the MCH
Clinic.

'Show poster of Hadi talking to a mid,vife.

is Hrdi talking to -a mid-wife at an MCH
C7 -do. When the mid=Wife asks her if thd bed been
in good health since her last visit, Haft answers tirtt
she noticed a thick White disc:se-7e on her loin cloth -

a few weeks ago- In addition, she has had a burning
sensation when she urinate, especially during the
past week. The mid-wife examines her and finds out
that Haft has gonorrhea. She refers her for medical
treatment.

-Sire and Hadi both. had gonorrhea; What are the
symptoms of gonorrhea that they noticed?

-Do the symptoms of gonorrhea rem,.in Visible for a
long time?

Again, show poster of Hadi and.the mid-wife.
_______

...2van though Nadi noticed that.the discharge of pnei
had ceased- she -knew that -it was important to tell
the mid-wife about it. She remembers what_bappenr°
to her friend_Sirm when she did not pay attention tb
the warning emu) of gonorrhea.

Show poster of Hadi and her children.

=Since Hadi rsported_her cape to competent medical_
personnel for treatment, she no longer has gonorrhodt.
She knows that she will give birth to several more
healthy. children;
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-How do you get gonorrhea?

-Gonorrhea is passed on during sexual contact with
someone who already has the disease. Men suffer
from painful urination and sometimes have sores.
Men know when they have gonorrhea. -But women some-
times do not notice it when they have caught gono-
rrhea. Sometimes it is not very apparent; you can
see or feel a sore near the vagina but it is not
always visible and the discharge stops after a
few days. But the disease is still there.

- If a woman notices that she has gonorrhea, she
should tell her husband about it so they can both
seek medical attention. Ho should also be treated.

As soon as the mid-wife noticed that Haft has gono-
rrhea she referred her for medical attention. She
also told her to have her husband come for treatment.
The mid =wife knows that gonorrhea Is dangerous for
a pregnant woman, If it is not treated, she may
give birth to a blind child. It is possible that
she may no longer have children because gonorrhea
can destroy her reproductive organs.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is gonorrhea? What are the symptoms of

SUMMARY:

gonorrhea?

2. If a pregnant woman has gonorrhea what can happen
to her child?

3. What should a pregnant woman do if she:has gonorrhea?

4. Is gonorrhea always noticeable?

Review main points in the objectives.
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VENERAS DISEASES: SYPHILIS

To make pregnant wemes aware is &
contagious disease that is transmitted threUgh
eektaI contacts and that it can -cause their
children to be permanently debilitated.

At the and of this lesson, the women shoUld be
able to list the following:

1. A few days after sexual contact it made with a
person who has syphilis a small sore appears_
on or near the genitals aneor on the inside of
the thigh-6.

2; This Sere may die:IT:pear even without any treat-
ment, but the disease progresses on through
different stages.

3, A Mother can catch syphilis before or during
pregnancy;

4. Syphilis is one cause of miscarriages and stillborns;

5. A woman with syphilis can g*vo birth to a re-
tattled child or one that has congenital syphilis.

15. Syphilis is nothing to be ashamed of. It can be
cured by competent medical personnel.

VISUAL AIDS: -Sad woman at a Health Center;
-Man and woman ate a house"
- Woman with lesions due to syphilis.

with congenital syphiltsi.
-Man and woman going to Seek Medical attention'

PILISENTATIOU: Show poster of sad woman.

- Here is Isatou. She hat plat given birth to a
bland. But wt7 is she sad?

-She is Sad because her child was-stillborn. Ever
since she has been married; she has dither mie-
carried or has had st4lborn babies.

-Do you know Shy she may have problems with her
pregnancies and childbirths?

- The problem may be because she has syphilis..
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-Syphilis is a contagions disease that is one cause of
repeated miscarriages and stillborn children.

-How did Isatou get syphilis?

Show poster of man and woman going into a house.

-Men and women catch syphilis by having zexual
contact with someone who already has the disease.

-For_ a long time_Icaton did not know thot her
husband once had syph1:',s. When he noticed that
he had it he- went -to get_treatment but ae did not
bring his w1fe. So:. Isatou did not know that
she had syphil ^szd did not receive any treat-
ment -for it. AJ a result, she still has

=Where do sores appear on the body?

-Gradually explain where the sores con_be_found
as you sac. posters or pictures of infected people.

-Sores can be found in the put_o area or inside the

thighs; Mothers can become infected before or during
pregnancy._ Sores can disappear even When not _

treated. Hovevor, the disease continues to spread
in different stages.

Show poster of child With congenital syphilis.

-Syphilis does not only cause miscarriages and
Stillborns. Here is a child born with syphilis. He

__was born with syphilis because his mother had It. _

Show poster of man and Innan waiting to receive treatteint,

-This_disease le nothing to be ashamed of. It can be
cured by correctly applied treatment at a_modical_
center. _nut remember that it is iMportant for both
man and his wife to receive treatment; it will do no
good to treat cne and not the other.

QUSSTIONS: 1. What is syphilis? What are its symptoms?'

2.is the disease over when the sores disappear?

3. What can happen to the Child of a woman with
Syphilis?

4. Do you easily know whether or not you haVe
syphilis?

5. What should you do if you have syphilis?

SUMMLUYs GO over main points in the objectives.
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LESSOH I: .
CARE OF THE UMBILICAL CORD

GOAL: To make mothers_aware that the_spot where_t.:
umbilical cord is severed requires special care
to_avoid infections andtetanus of the newborn,
which can kill newborn babies.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, the mothers should be
able to list the following:

1. The umbilical cord links the child to his
mother in the uterus.

2. After birth, the cord must be cleaned, tied and
cut; then one should clean it every day until it
falls off, leaving a'Scar.

3; The umbilical wound is_an open door through which
germs can enter re body of a child.

Any.dirt that comes in contact with the umbilibal
wound may contain tetanus spores. The sympto-s_
of tetanus are_high_fever, inability to suck and
convulsions. It often leads to the child's death;

5. The umbilical wound-should be protected by a
bandage to prevent - infection or umbilical tetanus.
This bandage Should be replaced.every day until
the cord has scarred over

VISUAL AIDS:): - Child in the uterus connected to his mother by
his umbilical cord,

Cord being cut between the tied sections:

- Child Whose umbilical cord has fallen and scarred
over.

- Child with tetanus; he is feverish, unable to sus::.

= Child with clean bandage on his cord;

PRESETITATIOIT: ShoW poster Of child In the uterus; Explain what
It is and how the child in connected to his
mother during pregnancy.

- It 16 through the UMbiliCal card that the child
eats, breathes and gets rid of body wastes when
he is in his mother's womb, The cord is a
passage; But, when he is born, his body is
capable of taking care of itself. It no longer
needs to be connected to his mother.

- What does the mid-wife do as soon as a child is

ShOW poster explaining now to cut the umbilical
cord.

- When the baby is born, two knots are tied, one
about 10 cm. from the child, the other a bit
further. It is then cut between the two knots
With sterilized scissors or a clean blade_if
delivered at_home. Usually, 'the cord falls off
after a few days; leaving a trot" which will
scar.
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pRBSENTATION_

(ocust'd) 8 Show poster of scarred umbilical cord.

lhat is a newborn Child like?

A newborn child is very delicate. _His body it)
Open to all kinds_of diseases and infections -
that are just Idoking for an_oponing to attok
the baby. The umbilical cord can serve as'an
entrance way for infections. Hou?'

- If the wound is exposed and not kept clean and
dry tho cord can easily become Infects,. because

dirt penetrates easily.

Show poster of child with tetanus.

- Have you ever seen newborn babies who have very
high fevers a few days after birth, who cannot
suck, who have convulsions end die in spite of
all the care that is given when these px:oblems

are noticed?

- These children have neonatal tetanus. Most
childrmmdie..

How can a newborn baby catch this diastase? .

Tetanus_comes in dirt: whioh_findeft doorway to

a Child'd body when it °times in contact with the
umbilical wound.

- How can we avoid umbilical-tetanus' and infections
is a newborn child?

Show poster of baby with oloan dry bandage:oft his

umbilical wound.

- Tiotanua and other infections cnn_be avoided if
the cord is properl* cut, cleaned and bandaged.

This clean bandage must be changed every day by

a traditional birth -ttondanti_a mid-wife or a

nurse until scarring le complete.

- If the wound is, cleaned and if the bandage keeps
dirt out, tetanus will find tho passage clotted and

the newborn child will be protected.

QU3STIONSI 1. What_purpose does an Utibilida/ cord serve before

birth?

2. How should an uMbilical cord be out at birth?

3.. How do dideases like tetanus or infections -find
their way into the body of a newborn child?

4. What should be_done to protect a baby ft-OM
tetanus end other infections?

SUMMARY, Go over the main points in the objectives.



LESSON 2i BNIttST Ef3/ENE

GOAL: To make mother::: aware of the rules for breast
hygiene in pregnant and lactating women.

.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, the mothers Should
be able to list the folloWing:

1. Breast feeding is tho best way to feed a newborn

babyt breast milk is clean, economical, practical,

and made just for a baby.

2. Breasts must be kept very clean to avoid digestive

diseases in a baby.

3. To prevent bld.,:ing and infection_ of their_breaSts,

a woman should mash and Wine her' breastswith_a _

clean cloth before and after each feeding. -She-

ithblad also alternate_betwden one breast and the

other every_time.ahe breast feeds ana make sure

her breast is completely empty after feeding.

4. If her breasts are engorged, a woman should try to

make the milk come out by band.

VISUAL AT'--7: Baby sucking at his mother's breast.

Woman washing her breasts before and after each

feeding.

- Woman With engorged and Swollen breasts.

= Woman emptying milk from her breasts by band;

ussoa PLANS She* poster of baby sucking.

Adana. What is she doing?

Mother's miIk_is_the_baby'S'first food; It is

made especially for him; Breast feeding has a

lot of advantages. What are they?

= IA mother's milk expensive?

Can breast milk spoil?.

nreast feeding is practical etenomicaI and clean.

Can the milk spoil before entering a babylmouthi

PRBSIUTATION: When a mother works, or even when she is not, what

comes out Of her skin?

- What Sticks to sweet?

= What does dirt carry?

- If a_ woman whose breast is covered with sweat end

dirt'giVeS it to her baby what may happen to the

baby?

postei of woman washing her breests before and

after feeding.

- What should be done to remove dlrt and 'sweat before

feeding your baby?
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PRZSEMATION_ Lactating breasts are very prone_to infection;
(oostod) 3 If a voman_does not wash dirt and sweet from her

breasts, what may happen?

Can a women with infected breasts nurse her
child?

Bdt she must 'continue to bre.:st feel, or else
the infection mr,ly get worse,

- What happens to breasts when no baby has not
sucked for several days? Will there 7-3 any milk?

Show the same poster again;

- What should you do thong to prevent infections?

Show poster of woman with engorged brensts;

- Hero's Adama; What is wrong with her?
.

- When breasts are too full, they become engorged,
painful and swollen. Breasts may become engorged
when the baby is ill and cannot suck or if a
mother always uses the same breast and never empties
the other one; Breasts can also become clogged
when the child is weaned because he is no longer
sucking, milk is still produced after a few days,
even if the baby isn't sucking.

Show poster of the method used to empty breasts by
band; Explain how it is done; Toil them that_the
milk that_has been extracted can be collected in a
cup and given-to the baby;

You should empty your breasts until they hurt a
bit less; then; the child can feed some more.

How can a nursing mother prevent her breasts from
getting cogged up?

QMSTIONS: 1; What are the advantages of breast feeding?

2. Why -is it Important to wash and wipe breasts With
a clean towel before end after each feeding?

3, What shoUld you do when your breasts become
clogged?'

4; How can women'keep their breasts from clogging?

SUNHaiffi Ge over the main points in the objectives;
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LESSON 4 NUTRITION FOR THE NURSING MOTHER

GOAL: To make mothers aware that they should have a
varied and balanced diet, especially when they
are nursing their babies.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, the mothers should be
able to list the following:

VISUAL AIDS:

1. Babies are nourished by their mother's milk
after being born.

2. The quantity of this milk depends on a mother's
diet, which should be varied and balanced.

3. A varied and balanced -diet is also important to
strengthen the rest of a nursing mother's body.

. If a nursing mother'S body becomes weak, then she
may become ill. She rhould eat well to avoid
becoming weak and ill.

- Baby sucking his mother's breast.

- Woman (Adama) eating millet or porridge. She is
skinny and malnourished. Her breasts are not
producing an adequate supply of milk.

= Woman (Nadi) eating millet with a meat sauce and
green leaves. She is healthy. Her breasts are
full.and milk is being produced in good supply.

- Meat, fish, green leaves, vegetables, fruit, milk,
millet, etc.

PRESENTATION: Show poster of woman nursing her baby.

.- What is this child doing?

- Where does the milk come from?

An unborn child is fed through the placenta and
the umbilical cord. A_newborn child is also_fed
by his mother - her milk this time. This milk
comes from her breasts. Food that she eats is
absorbed into her blood. It gives her the
strength to stay healthy while her body is working
hard to produce milk.

Show poster of Adama eating millet or porridge.

- Here's Adama. What does she look like?

- Does she have any milk?

- If she has too little milk, what will happen to
her child?

- What is Adama eating?

- Is_miilet or porridge enough to keep Adama strong
and healthy while she feeds her child?
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PRES2NTA1ION_ - A nursing mother should watch not only the
(cootie!) S quantity but_especially the quality_of the food

she eats. She should eat food to strengthen her
body because it is vorking:harato.produce good
milk. She Should eat meat], fishk.green vegotables
and_ether_vegetables, fruit, milk and ether
similar fluid foods When they areavailable.

- If ,she only eats millet or coos pap will She
remain strong while she is nursing her child?

bhow poster of Hadi._ She is healthy. She is_sat--
iag millet with a meat sauce,green leaves and an
orange.

- Here's Nadi.' What does she look like?

Dces Whe have milk?

How will her child be?i

- What is Hadi eating?

If Haft eats like this everyday will she be strong
enough to stay hea/thy while she is nursing?

Show_, oster of foods or actual sample of foods she
should eat;

- What foods should a mother eat_to stay healthy
while she is nursing.

QWSTIGIIS s 1. How is a newborn baby fed?

2. What -do you need to make sure there is enough
Milk?

3. What food should a nursing mother eat to stay
atrong and healthy?

SUMMARY! Go over the main points in the objectives.
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LESSON 1: THE DISPENSARY:

GOAL:

35

.WHY ANDIMEN TO BRING A SICK CHILI) TO SEEK MEDICAL

ATTENTION

To_make_ mothers aware of how important it is to
bring their children to a dispensary* health centre
or M.C.H. Clinic when they notice the ..first signs
of an illness.

01JECT/VXS: At the end of this lesson, mothers will be able to
list the following:

1. When a child is sick, hie parents should
immediately seek medical attention for him;
otherwise, his condition may worsen. He may
start losing weight and may die.

2. Medical personnel know how to diagnose illnesses
that can kill and what medicine is necessary to
treat people for illnesses.

3; Parents should give a detailed planation of
their children's symptoms in order -to help
medical personnel to diagnose the.illpess
correctly and prescribe the necessary medicine.

. 1b. When'a treatment is prescribed, it should be
closely followed, even if it means coming baca
to a dispensary every day until a child has
completely recovered.

VISUAL AIDE, Nurtle at a medical centre.
- Child with conjunctivitis
- Child with a cold

Child with diarrhea
- Child with worms in his stool
- Child with cuts
- Child vomiting
- Child with an ear infoction (otitis).

Skinny child
- Smiling, healthy child
- Child with a fever

PRESENTATION:Show poster of Child with diarrhea.

- Rere'i Yusafa; How is he?

What is wrong with Yusafa?

- Yusafa has diarrhea; He also has a feirer. If he
does not receive treatment soon, he will start-
losing weight. If this problem continues, he may

fio.r.fyrrr-77111111,MIS
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PRESENTATION
(cont'd) : even die. Therefore, his mother should immediately

take him to a place where he can receive medical.
.

attention.

Show poster of a nurse at a Health Centre.

- Yusufa!s mother_noticed_that he had diarrhea
and a fever. She reported immediately to the
nearest Health Centre.

The nurse asked Yusufa!s mother what was wrong
with him. She answered that YUsufe had diarrhea;
The nurse then asked whether_ this_ was all that '

was wrong with the child. The mother answered
.'yes';

Show poster of Yusufa with diarrhea;

What is wrong with Yusufa?

Does he only have diarrhea?

No* he also has a fever.

What did the nurse ask Yusufa's mother?

What did she answer?

- What should she have said?

His mother should tell:the nurse that Yusufa has
both diarrhea and a fever. If she forgets to
ten the nurse that he also has a fever, then
the nurse may only give medicine for
diarrhea; Poor Yusufa will still have fever.
He may die because his mother did not describe
all of his symptoms to the nurse.

Show posters of other sick children. As each
poster is displayed, ask mothers what illness the
child is suffering from Explain to them that if
their children show any of these signs, they must
seek medical attention at bnce. They should then
describe everything that in wrong with the child.
They should not just say 'he is sick'.

- What should a mother do to . .ke sure her child
recovers completely from an illness?

49
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PRZS3HUTION-
(cant'd) $ She should carefully follow the purse!s instruc-

tions. If the nurse_says 004 then the mother_
should return every day until her child is all
better; _AU*, when_medicine_is_prescribc4 she
Would give her child the full dosage required.

WEST/OHSt

SLARHILRYI

1.If your Child is sick, what should yOu do right
away! Why?

2,0nce at the Health Centrei what should you do -

to help tho nurse diagnose your child's illness?

3.Vhat should you bring as well?

401bat should you_then do to._-ke sure your child
recovers completely?

Go over the main points in the objeetives.



LESSON 2.; HOW TO MONITOR A CHILD'S GROWTH AND HEALTH:

The importance of going, regularly to the. baby clinio.

GOAL: To make mothers aware of the importance of going
regularly to the baby clinic. To explain the curves
on the weight chart, and why weighing, and measuring
are done.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, mothers should be able to
list the folloiAng:

1. When a baby is. woll fed and in good health he
grows and gains weight regularly.

2. To make sure that her baby is gaining weight
normally, the mother should regularly go to
the baby clinic to have her child weighed.

3. Weight curves indicate a baby's growth pette. -n

4. If her child is not growing normally, the mother
will be referred to a dispensary or a health
centre for treatment if the loss of weight is due
to disease.

VISUAL AIDS: - Mid-wife weighing a baby on a scale._
- Child's health and weight record card.
- Maternal and Child Health referral card;

PRESENTATION:_- What does your childdo when he is sick?

- When he is sick doeS he feel like eating?

- So, if your child is healthy and well fed, what
should happen to him?

Show poster of mid-wife weighing a baby on a scale.

- Here is a mid-wife. What:is she doing? Why?

Explain that babies should r weighed regularly
to see if they are- gaining weight. (Explain that
another way of monitoring growth is to measure the
bah.%)

Show them the health -and weight record; Explain
the weight curves and how a steady rise shows -1st
the baby's weight is increasing, and that downward
curve indicates a decrease in wei:at. Also, explain
the import:,:nce of keeping this record dry by keeping
it in its plastic cover.
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PRESnNTATION-
(cont'd) 2 Tell the mothers that they should ask the _

midrwifehow their child is doing and to 1:ok
at her chart to see whether the curve is
going up or down,

- If your child's weight stays the same or if
he loses weight, what will you do?

- You should seek medical attention to find out
whether the less of weight is due to an illness
or to a poor-diet.

Show poster of mid-wife weighir.g a baby on a

- Where do you go to havt your baby weighed?

- Pow often do you go to have your baby weighed?

scale.

Tell themhow important it_is to go every time_
that they are supposed to (once a month, usually)
and, at impcmtantly., if the child is ill;

- What will happen if you do not go regularly to
the MCH Clinit?

QUESTIONS: 1. How does a baby look when he is well-fed and
healthy?

2. What must you do to see whether your child's
weight is increasing?

'3. If your child's weight stays the same or
decreases; what must you do?

4. Where should you take your baby on a regular
basis?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.
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LSSSON 3, nERING, YOUR COMPOUND CL A11

GOAL a) To make women aware of the_imPortanee of 'a
clean environment around their Children.

b) To show .them what steps should be taken to
:make sure their_compo:nds are clean.

03J3CTIVES: At the end of this.lessono the mothers shOuld be
able to list the following:

VISUAL

1, Your health begins with a clean house;

2. A child f_n a clean enVironment 10 less likely
to be sick then a child in a dirty environment,

3; A dirty house attracts flies, thop4uitoes and
other insects; Dirt also carries germs that
cause disease;

4. A mother should take the following steps to
make sure her compound is clean:

a) Sweep the compound every day;
b wash and put away pots and,otho,r, kitchen utensils;
c) cover water jars and keep them clean;
d) tie up animals and clean their litter or dung;
e) throw out and burn your W..'.rbage far froth the

compound; bury old cans;
f) fill up holes and other places where water

can stagnate; :-.

g) build, use end maintain latrines;
h) build, use and maintain incinerators;

AIDS: - Well-kept COMPeUndd (broken down in several_

sections; in which above steps are illustrated)
= a sad-and skinny chi3,d sitting on the ground in a

dirty compound
smiling and healthy child sitting :en a mat in a
clean compound

PRESMUTATION:Show_posters and/or pictures of a poorly kept com-
pound:

1. An unswept compound
2; Kitchen utensils lying on the ground
3. Dociestic animals 'Freaking around the compound,
_ relieving themselves everywhere_
4. Garbage piling up in a corner of a compound,

and right outeide_a compound
5. Puddles inside and outside a compound;
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PRSTWTATI3N
(cont'd) :1J.ave_the women identify each tirOble; Discuss ways

in wnich a compound can be kept clean. Then, ShoW
poster of a sad child sitting on the ground tn a

dirty compound.

Show posters and/or pictUres of a clean compound.
All te improper aspects of the fir6t series of

posters_have been correeted; Discuss each one -with
the women; advising them to keep their Compounds_

clean. Then; show poster of a smiling child sitting

on a mat in a clean compound.

QUTSTIOnS:

Why is it best to have a clean compound?

-:. Do you prefer to live in a clean'or a dirty
house? Why?

- Where do you find a lot of flied?

- Why? What attracts flies? What do they like?

- 'Why are flies dangerous?

- Does a clean person prefer to liVe in a dirty
house? Why not?

1. What is the basia Of good health in a compound?

2. What can happen to a child who lives in a dirty
environment?

3. Why is a dirty compound dangeroUs?

4. GiVe me a few examples of the steps a woman must

take to keep her compound clean.

SUIC4kRY: Go over the main points in the objectiVes.
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PERSONAL HYGIENE :

The importance of washing your body well;

GOAL: TO make mothers aware of what their6%in is Iike
and why they Should wash their .adieu well:

. .

OBJECTIVESi-At-the end of phis leSSOft; the mother will be able

to list the following:

1. Your Skin has little holes in it thr.lush which.

sweat comes.

2. Dirt sticking to sweat causes skin to become

dirty fast.
c

3. Diet carries germs that can cause diseaZte.

4. We should wash every day with clean water and soap.

5. We should wash Our hair at least once a week'to

avoid nee.'

S. Ué should brush our teeth overy day with .a chewing

stick or toothbrudh arid toothpaste;

VISUAL'AIDS: - white paper
- a magnifying glass (if -possible)
- child with lice in his hair-

several OheWing sticks, a toothbrush and toothpaste.

PR3S2NTATION:- Look at your body? Where is yOur skin?

- Do you find it on y6iit feet? Your nose? Your

mouth? Legs? Arms? Chest?

Skin is all over your body. Vow-look closely at

the skin on the br of your hands and arms. What

do you see? What does your skin_look like? (help

with a magnifying glatd,'if available.)-

- What comes out of theSalitfle.holes?
_

- When does sweat come .out? When does your body get

dirty?

Rub a picee Of Pelier an -;rour forehead and nose. Ark

woman to do thosamo. Then show everyone the pieces

of paper.-

- What do you see? .

- Where does this grease tome from?-
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PRESENTATION
( cant 1.4) - What else do you see?

- So, we all see that dirt sticks easily to your skin.

- What does dirt carry?

= Since germs can causadisease, what must we do to
remove them from our bodies?

- Yes, we must wash everyday, All of us, men,, women
and children.-

- What should we wash with?

- What else does dirt carry?

Show posterof child with lice in his hair; Ask
what is in his hair.

s

- Dirt also carries lice. ,.They get into your_hair.
They can cause infections and make you anemic by
sucking your blood.

- What should you do to avoid lice?

- You should wash your hair uith soap every week. _

You should also Clean your nailS carefully. Ditty
nails can carry rice and 'other germs;

- Why should you clean your nails regularly?

-.What other parts of your body to you need to keep
clean?

- You need to keep your teeth clean. If_you_don'_t
then food and germs will stay on your teeth and
spoil them.

- What should you-brush your teeth with?

- A toothbrush -and toothpaste are fine. ,Chewing
sticks are also very good. Whether you use one
or the other, you should brush your teeth very
carefully.

Demonstrate the proper use of a chewing stick by
thoroughly brushing your teeth in front of them. pass
around some chewing' sticks and ask them to do the same.
Also, show them the proper way to clean your teeth with
a brush if that is what they use.

How often should you brush your teeth?

-.Twice a day or after every meal.
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QUESTIMS: 1, What comes through the little holes in your
skin?

2; What sticks to'your skin?

3. What does dirt carry?

4. What abbUld we do to remove dirt from our bodies?

5. With what do We remove dirt from Our bodies?

6. How can we keep frOM giittig lice?

7. What is the proper way to clean your teeth?

i; Why do you clean your teeth?

SUMMLRY: Go over the main points in the objectives.
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PERSO;TAL HYGIENF :

Washing your body.

qaAL: To make women aware of how-dirty their children
become and how they should be washed everyday.

OBJJ',CTIV2S! At the end of this lesson, mothers should be able
to list the following:

1. Children get dirty when they play, when they eat,
when they are carried on their mother's back and
-Then they are sick (they have diarrhea* they
vomit, their noses rLa, etc.).

2. A small child cannot wash himself. It is his
mother's duty to wash him.

3. Mothers should use a cloths soap to remove dirt
and sweat without irritating tneir Child's soft
skin;

Since lhildren cannot,keep themselves clean, they
need to be washed every day.

VICCAL AIDS: - Dirty child playing on the_ground.
- Child eating and getting dirty;
- Sweating child on his mother's back. She is pound-

ing millet.
- Child vomiting.
- Cloth and soap.
- Sponge (or whatever is used to clean. children).
- Water

P3 7MMTATIOH:- We all know that we get dirty during the day when we
work and sweat; lut little children do not work.
Do they always stay clean?

- If children do not work, hou.do they get dirty?

Show different posters of_children as the women
answer. If they don't, then show them one by one to
elicit answers.

- What should you do when your child is dirty?

- Yes, you should wash him because he cannot wash
himself.

now do you wash your child? Tlhat do yoU use?
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PR2SMATATIOP_
(cOnt'd)" 1 If the woman uses a

piece_of cloth, tell her it -is

good; If she- uses AoMethip-: that is- too rough for

her child'S akin, tell her_notte rub to hard

because it will irritate his skin;

Leek at and touch your Skin and your child's.

What is the difference?

If what is used ideally to wash_is_too tOughi then

e xplain that since a child'd Skit is so'much softer

than yours, it'i6 preferable to use cloth.

- What should you use to wash your child?

Afters baby is washed, will he stay clean?

If he gets dirty every dAy; then what should you

doevery day?

W.MTIOUS: 1, How do children get dirty during thb diy?

2; What should you 'de if your child is dirty?

21%Th';

3. What should you wash him with?

4. When should you wash your child?

Go over the main points in the objectives.

You will find that most mothers already know how to

wash their children properly. Just make sure that:

1. The mother_weehee her child. in a plado that is

not too cold;

2. 'he uses warm water (preferably);

3. She 6-tarts by washing the child's face when the

Water is still clean,
_

4. She does not- clean her Child's ears with hard

or: pointed objects.

5; She washes him with a cloth or something that does

not irritate his soft skin.

6. She dries her child.

7,;She places her -clean child on a mat and not on

the bare ground.

8; She avoids using too much soap whem washing her

baby'S face,
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PERSONAL HYGIE117

_ _

Why and how to wash clothes with clpan-water and
soap;

To make mothers aware of how important it is to wash
their children's dirty clothes and that the
best:way to do it is with clean water and soap;

OBJ13CTIVES: At the end of this lesson, mothers should be
able to list the following:'

VISUAL AIDS:

1. A baby's clothes get dirty fast when he plays
on the ground, when he.eats, when he is
carried on his mother's back, when he reliees
himself or when he is sick.

2. Dirty clothes smell bad irritate a child's
skin and are unsightly; They are also bad for
your health.

3, When clothes are dirty, they should be washed
with clean water and asap, dried outside and
it led.

Child playing (with a shirt on) onthe ground;
Child vomiting.
Child eating;

child (with underpants on) reliering hirself;---
Clean shirt;
Dirty shirt.

PR S: _- We know that a-child's body gets dirty during the
day and when he plays on the. ground, when he eats,
when he is carried on his mother's back (he_
perspires and urinates), when he relieves himself
and when he is sick;

- When your child wears a shirt or shorts, do they
get dirty fast?

Show posters of a child playing on the ground,
vomiting, etc. As you show these posters ask mother
how he is getting his clothes dirty.

- As you -say, your child's body and clothes get
dirty during the day.

= Is it good for a child to stay dirty? Why not?

- What does dirt carry?

- Are germs harmful to children? What can they
cause?
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PR2SMITATION;
(cant *.d)

- 48 -

.So what do you do When your child is dirty?

- And if his clothes are ditty; What do you do?

- Your chilWe_skin is.very Coft'and sensitive;
If youVadh:hiMand put hir on your back
using a dirty cloth what will it do to hit?.

Yes; dirty clothes can irritate a baby's_skin,
or clothesthat are Wet duo to sweat or urine;

'ShoW both the cleanii.dd.ditty shirts; Ask which
one is_niber to look at. Ask which_one_they
would put c-,a their Child 6ftot washing hifEw

- 10w do r, afrty clotheS Clean?

With what should you wash them?

After washing them will you put them on your child

right away?

- Why not? What does the sun do? What does

ironing do?

Demonstrate hoW to wash a baby's cotton clothes:

1. Soak them in cold water.

2; Wash them well with soap.

3..Rinse them thoroughly to remove allthe soap
(it is an irritant);

4. Dry theft: in the sun on a line (not on the ground);

5. Iron them.

QU7STIONS: 1; How do babies' clothes get dirty?

2. Why is it bad to wear dirty clothes?

SUMMARY:

3; When should. clothes be washed?

4. With what should clothes be Washed?

Go over the main points in the objectives.
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PERSOFAL nyciEIP3

Why and how to clothe a b6.by.

10AL: To make mothers aware of how important it is to
dress their baby correctly according to the season;

03J7CTIV7S: At the end of this lesson, mothers should be able
to list the following:

VISUAL AIDS:

PRESEFTATIOU:

1. Babies are like adults when it comes to eating,
drinking and clothing.

P. Babies should be well clothed when it in cold.

3. Mothers should dress their children with at
least a shirt; cover thee; well at night and
put a second _cloth_ around them when_ they are
being carried on their mother's back.

4. If mothers do not clothe their children pro-
perly when it -is cold, their children will
catch cold. They might also get a cough or
tonsilitis; These in turn may lead to serious
complications.

Well covered child sleeping.
Child wrapd in two loin cloths on his Mother's
bark;_

= Paked children playing in the cold weather;
Same children but clothed.

What do you do when your baby is hungry?

What do you do when your baby is thirsty?

What do you do when he is cold?

Just like adults, your_child gets hungry and_
thirsty. Ile needs food and water. He also knows
when he is cold, and heneeds to be clothed and
protected from cold weather.

When you are cold, what do you do?

When your child is cold, what should you do?

When you_are cold -you cover_your shoulders.
your child is cold you should at least cover
shoulders and his head_and_feet if possible
When it is cold at night, how do you protect
yourself?

R7,-;T.-41!-V1111.11DIC

When
his
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PEOSMTATIOU,
(cont'd) Show poster of well covelred Child sleeping.

What do you do for your Child when it is-cold

at might?

- Your childnecdS the same protection that you

do. What dd you wear during the day vhen it

is cold outside.

- Do you do the same for your child? Why?

Show poster of child being carried on a woman's

. back;

-r If you carTy your Child when it is cold. you

should protect !alai_ You Should put a second

_ loin cloth around hiM 'to cover his back well

put a hat on his head but don't cover nis face

completely; He frill then be well protected

from the Wind. If you_do not have enough clothes

to protect_ your_chi_ld from the cold, then it is

better to keep hi tn thc_houce ihan it is for

him to catch_ told outside:

Show poster of naked ohiloz ,I. playing outside.

Here are tone chldren playing outsid Are

they protrted from the ,',Tind? What happen

to them?

lkw poster Of t4.1II Clothed chtldren.

- Row should he be dressed?

1. Can .your ohlid Oatoh

2. :.ow should Sou dross him when he is cold?

Now should YOU protect the child you carry on

your back .711c.n nt'is cold?

. .

4. What Will happen.to_a child if he is not pro-

perly dressed'idien it is cold?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.
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PERSONAL HYr,IntTE

Your hands: disease carriers.

GOAL! To make women aware that theii .:vsnds and their
children's get dirty fast; they can carry germs
that cause disease. Also, to show them how to
avoid spreading disease with their hands.

03JECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, mothers sheald be able
to list the following:

1. Women get their hands dirty when they sweep
theircompound, work in the fields or vegetable
garden, fetch water, go to the bathredit; touch_
Other people's hands and wipe off Children's
noses;

2. Their children get their hands dirty playing on
the ground and touching dirty objects.

3. Dirty_hands carry germs that can enter your
body and make you sick;

4; To avoid spreading' Orbs and therefore disease,
mothers should wash their hands with sleet water
and soap before cooking and serving food to their
children; They should wash their thildren'S_
hands frequently_becausa they have a-tendency to
put them in their mouths.. They Shetild Always_
wash their hands before they eat and keep their
nails short;

VISUAL AIDS: - A bowl, clean water and soap.

PR-3SENTATION: Ask the women to leek first at their hands and then
at their children's hands; Ask them if they are
clean or dirty. If they say they are_clean, then
ask how their hands can get dirty during the day.

If they -say they are dirty, ask them how they
became dirty.

IS it good to have dirty hands? Why not?

What do dirty hands carry? What does dirt carry?

Have you_ seen children playing on the ground and
putting their hands in their Month?

- Is this a good habit?

Have you ever put your fingers in your child's
mouth?

4
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PRZWVTATION.
(oontrd) If your hands are dirty and you put them in

your child's mouth, what might you be putting
in thre as well?

If.your hands-are_dirty andyou slip your
fingers in -the baby's food before feeding himi
what might happen?

- If germs enter his body, what will happen to
him?

A_small_baby is delicate-and he can easily get_
sick. lie does not know what is good or bad for
his health. It is your duty to keep a constant
look out for his well-being.

= What ShbUld you do so as not to make your child
sick?

Hoy should hands be washed?

Ask a woman to come and wash her hands with you__
twice. Ask her to wash her child's hands as well.
Show her'how dirty the water is;

- When should you Wash your hands?

clUSSTIONS: 1. How do you get your hands dirty?

2. How do your children's hands get dirty?

5. What do dirty hands carry?

Z. 'i.Lat should you do to avoid spreading disease
to your child with dirty' hands?

SUMMARYt Go over the main points in the objectives.
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LTSSON 5A: FEEDING-AND WSICTITUT;

The advantages of breast feeding.

GOAL: To make women aware that breast feeding is the
best way to start feeding a baby.

OBJECTIVES:

VISUAL AIDS:

PrnSTNTATION:

At the end of this lcsson, mothers should be able
to list the following:

1. 9reast feeding is economical. Mother's milk is
made for babies. It does not need to be bought.
The more a baby sucks, the more milk there will
be provided if the mother eats properly.

2. It is simple and easy. This milk is always
prepared, ready to drink.

3. It is clean. This milk goes directly from the
breast to the child; therefore, there is little
risk of an infection if the breasts are often
washed;

4. It_is good; This milk contains vitamins and
other nutrients that contribute to_normal_growth;
During the first days following childbirth the
Milk is especially rich in protective nutrients;
It helps digestion and the passing of the first
stools.

5. If a mother has any problems with lactation she
should immediately seek medical attentirn.

- Mother breast feeding her child.
- Mother bottle feeding her child.

Show poster of a mother (Ma) breast feeding her
child. Ask What she is doing.
Show poster of another mother (Aminata) bottle
feeding her child. Ask what uhe is doing;

- What is the best way to feed a baby?

If the answer_is breast feeding, agree; If the
answer is bottle feeding, do not say anything but
continue the lesson;

- When you brea3t feed a child, what should you do
to have enough milk all the time?

Jut When you bottle feed, what do you need to do
every time the baby is hungry?.

- Now can bottle feeding be dangerons for a baby?

665



PP2S2NTATION-
(Cont'a)

5

When a baby sucks at the breaat; Milk goes
dir:,ctly froth the broest"to 'the mouth. No.
dirt gets into the-milk if the breasts a.'e
clean. Will the child get sick?

Breatt milk is full of things that are necessary for

growth. It is there especially for the baby.

Show both posters again.

Ma. She started breaSt_feeding her child
the day_after his birth. She knows that the
first Milk is good for her:Child; it is_rich_and
full of things_that proteot the baby; It helps
digestion and the first passing otstools. Ma
has continued tobreastfeed her chile_ for the

past 6 months. NOW he is strong; happy and
healthy; the is ready to eat'pap.

Did she spend any money?

Did she have to work herd to produce milk?

Did she pass on any germs to her child?

Leek at Aminnta. She decided to bottle feed her
child. She had enough milk in her breastsi but

She thoughtthat bottle feeding was better than

breast feeding.

Lookat her child after 6 months. He in always
sick beCaUte of germs that the milk'Carriesfrom
the bottio_to his_body: Aminataispent a lot of

money on Milk. She also wasted a lot of_time
preparing When she was short_of Milk; ce
put More Water in the preparation and her baby did

not get enough good milk. Also,_ when she was
tired; the baby did not eat. Now he is frail and

he cries a lot; He is always hungry,

a Dd you want a child like Ma's? What should you do

then?

Some_women may..need to go _to the clinic to learn how they
can increase their milk supply.

Bri C"if""I'PLE0.
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QUESTIONS: 1; Why is mother's milk the best way to feed a
baby?

2. What problems does bottle-feeding cause ?:

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives

E"7
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L3SSOF 5B: FEEDING AND'WEANIUG

What is good weaning?

To introduce mothers to the proper way children

should be weaned.

03JECTIV3S: At the end of this_leadet, Mothers should be able

to list -the following:

VISUAL AIDS:

1. Good weaning Means introducing_ varied foods
gradually to supplement MOther'S Wilk;' It also

means preparing a child to adapt himself to a

proper diet.

2. Adhild who has not been aCcustommed to a
gradual introduction of varied foods will not
accept theth easily if they are suddenly_:sub-
stituted_for mother!a Milk.. As a result, he

will be hungry, weak and exposed to c 'eases.

3. As early_as_when the baby is fthit notilabs.oId; the :Nadler

win; with a great deal of patiencei help her

child to acquire a taste for the new foods she

gives him;

- Musa breast feeding (he io_one year old).

- Musa no longer_ breast feeding. -::e is eating
adult's food (he is 2 years old).

PR3S2NTATIGII: - Here's MU6a. is :one year old. What is he

doing?

Here is Musa at_1;wo years. He no longer breas.
feeds,_ His mother no longer to breast

feed him. She is tired. What do yOu call it

when a mother stops breast feeding her child?

Do:you have a child that has already been weaned?

- Why and when is he weaned?

Where does he live when he is being weaned?

Hew is he when he is being Weaned? Why?

.7. why is he hungry? He gets food, doesn't he?

- 10 this the first time that he eats adult's food?

- If he Tali:WS this food well, he will eat and be

satisfied, Will he be hungry then?

How can he get to know this food before I_

weaned?
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P1VDSTNTATION-
(cont(d) - What should you do to prepare him for this food?'

- Weaning starts long before you no longel breast
feed your child. You should teach to eat new
foods little by'littlei.Until- he is'accustomed
to it, If_he is familiar with this food when you_
stop breast feeding him, he will be satisfied .

with_it. f You_sudderily_introduce this food hen
ha stops breaSt feeding, he Will not want to eat
it; He will.cryilose weight_and_become airy:
very eaSily. If it i8 gradually introducedi, he
will run very little risk of becoming weak. and Siek.

- Will he learn quickly how to eat?

He does not get quickly used to eating; QU should
start'early:to give him enough time. You phould
make sure therk:, is enough of a variety of foods
for_himduringthe year_before_he stops, brasst
feeding. Start gi;:Lng hit food as of ;Zto ,-efauri:h

month; So, !Then you stop_breast_feed;_ng t6,5:ta ho
will eat without any problems. Us- -wires

done abruptly; it takes time; Weaning_aettaaly
starts when ycu_arepreparing your ch:Ud f02t17. the
day when you will no longer breast feed _11, It
continues until_he is happy eating tha foods; that
everyone else eats;

QUESTIONS: 1; What is weaning?

2; What happens to a child who not been well
prepared for new foods when he stops breast feeding?

3; How can a mother prepare her child for this
moment?

4. If weaning means preparing a child for the day
when he no longer breast feeds, when should_you
start preparing him as 'to have geed results?

SUMMART.1. Go over the main points in the objectives.

i'1`2119LABLE
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LESSON 5C: FEEDING AND WEANING :

THE DANGERS OF POOR WEANING

GOAL: To make women aware of the dangers of poor weaning,
either by doing it too early or too abruptly.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, mothers should be able to
list the following:

1. If weaning is too abrupt or too early, the child
will be frail and sickly, be liable to
be badly affected by disease like iqie measles.

2. Poor weaning can cause malnutrition* which can
lead to kwashiorkor and.mara6mus.

3. A poorly weaned child is often sad and requires
constant attention from his_mother who is already
very busy with her hOusework.

uTSUALAIbg: - Sad and malnourished child.
- Child with measles.

PRESENTATION: - We have learned that weaning must be gradual. What
happens if you stop breast feeding too fast without
having helped your child to adapt to his new food?

Show poster of malnourished child;

Maimuna is 14 months cad. She only drinks her
mother's milk. She is_weak and not growing well.
Her mother gave -tier millet with a hot sauce to
start; Since Maimuna has never eaten before,_ who
refuses to oat. 3ut thent her mother forces her to
eat a bit; But Mai is not used to it, so she
vomits and has diarrhea.

Show poster of child with the measles..

- Oneday Maimuna caught_the measles. She was so
weak that her body could not fight it; She ims
completelyexhausted: She finally died. Poor
child;

- Her mother's friends told her that Maimuna was not
strong enough, that she should have been given food
earlier. Her mother fivally understood. She
vowed that if she had another child, she would give
him pap earlier so that he may groWup. well.

: QUESTIONS: 1. If your child is weaned too early and abruptly what
will happen to him?

2; Ii the child Is too weak and gets sickt what might
easily happen?

Ba1..J1 er ewe c
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FEEDIrG AND WEAUING

The diet of a baby from 0 to 3 months;

To make mothers aware of the bastway to feed
a newborn baby;

09JECTIV71S: At the end of this lessen, mothers will be able to
list the following;

1. Mother's milk is the best food for a baby right
after childbirth; This milk is very rich and
the baby digests it easily.

2. To make m.:41,1 some up after birth the baby must
suck to :ItituIato the breasts;

3; After 1;br4:A months the mother can start to givo
her pap and boiled water. The pap could
then zio _,Ariched with groundnuts and milk: at the
age of font: months.

VISUAL AIDS:
- Mother breast feeding her newborn.

PRI:SZNTATION: - Do your breasts got 1:if.Aor during pregnancy? Why?

After birth do you 1,71", 7':,3ed your child immediately?
Why?

But .do you give him something to drink? Why?

= What do you give him?

= All Children are _-angry, even nolADorn babies. God
gave you milk specially-to feed your child so he
can grow up and be healthy.

If -you do not broaot feed your child} your_rnilk
will not come fast;' Your bra!teis need to know
that the childis there end that he is hungry.

;1,41! ni E
L-2MLAJLE
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PRT,SZNTATION-
(sont'4) = Show, poster of woman breast feeding her child.

QUESTICHS:

SUMI4ARY:

Thamdlk_ccomea
faster if the baby sucks.

- What is the color of a baby's first

- Yes, it i3 black bec se he has been
the placenta, Milk is needed in the
days to flush out the black stool.

_ .

Shoe poster of mother spoon feeding boiled water to
her 3 months old.

stool?

fed through
first few

.7 How old is the child now?

Has he grown?

= Debt he need to drink more and more milk? :hyl

= Can he drink anything else besides milk?

- Yee, he can drink boiled water and small
quantities of nap. The pap can be gradually
enriched with groundnuts as he nears his fourth
or fifth month.

1; Vbat is the best rood for a baby during his first
days?

2. VIlat do you need to do to ..11ake your milk come up

3. When iY-6617 Is 4 month old what can you
start givino him?

Go over the main points on 1-10 objectives.



L7SSON 5-: FEEDING AND '4EAD/11G :

The diet of a baby from 4 to 8 months.

GOAL: To _make mothers aware that they need to continue_ to breast
feed and at the same time supplement their Milk when their child
is four months old.
At the end of this lesson, mothers should be able
Lo list the following:

VISUAL AIDS:

1. To start weaning correctly, mothers shou7d start
introducing "other things besides mother's
milk; They can give their children pap with
groundnut and milk (see recipe in Appendix).

2. Around four months, mother's milk_alone_is no
longer enough. The chile is growing and becomes
more active. Therefore, he needs more food.

3 Around -three or_four months,_Mothers_should_havel_
started giving their babiesallet porridge. It should
be introduced in_small auantitiesand_given_on_a
regular basis. Groundnut paste should be added
to the pap as soon as possible.'

- 4 months old child starting to crawl -- 4 moons
are drawn under him.

- .4 months old 'child 'being spoon fed by his mother
- Fat child with a few teeth - he smiles and crawls
draw 7. moons under him

PICTSENTATION: Show poster of 4 month old startingito crawl.

lere's a poster of a child. LOok at the moons
drawn over his_head. 'Each moon represents a month
in a child's life.

- Fow old is this child? (or how many months old is he?)

- What is he trying to do?

- Will he be able to do it - from one day to the.next?

- A' child slowly learns how to walk; until he is
used to it and has the strength -to do it Without.
falling ciwn.

Show poster of child eating

- Here's Musa; How old is he?

- Uhat is his mother doing?

- Can a 4 month.nld child eat anything?

- Cant' he walk?

BEST crjP1 AVAILABLE
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Muet ha learn slowly?

- Your child does not learn how to walk right
away. Also, hesdoes not start eating jus.Cany
kirl of food from one day to the next. He
net is to learn slowly and gently, so' that he will
accept it and do it without any problems.

If you come to my compound_and you don't know
the food will you eat it right away without
hesitating? _

The same goes for your child;Ifhe starts to;
get used to the food now, slowly, gently, will you
have problems with his weaning?

- Why?

- If your child has no teeth, what kind of food can
you give him?

Until the age of 4inonths,la_ baby drinks only milk,

then, what can he start drinking?

- Why is it necessary to give him food at the age of
4 to 5 months?

.

- When you breal:fast,,w1withdo.ypu_eatz Why?

- It is important to do something similar for a.. child.

Give him something that will satisfy his hunger,
but not in largo quantities; An infant cannot eat
a.lot, only small quantities.

- It is best to give the child a well cooked rap. A
Child's stomach is delicate, like hip skin. 'Poods _

like millet, when they are sticky- and not sufficiently
cooked, can give hint a stomach ache and diarrhea;

When you start giving your child pap, you should do

it slowly. Give it to him in small quantities
everyday.

If/You stay at my house, and I give you food the
first day and none the next, will you be hungry?

So your child will also be hungry if you do not
feed him pap everyday.

If ?our child refuses to eat, you ehouldbe very
patient with him.

Try to help him eat without forcing him.

7 5
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PRS7;;NTATIOV.
(cont'd) Show poster of fat child crawling,

qnSTIONS,

SUIVARY:

- Look at Musa: How old is he?

- Musa :is more active now. Ile in growing and his
teeth are coming out; He needs morn food. Now __

milk' alone is no longer enough. He is rot a small.
baby anymore. :is moner gives him pap with millet.
groundnut paste, milk and nugar.

Just as he_learns how to walk little by little, so
he learns to at little by little ; Pap with coosi
groundnut pastel milk and sugar is good duiring:
this period. Musa is nappy. oafs well. Mis
mother was very patient and now he isAlsed to eat-
ing food.

(Arrange for cookin&demonstration with individual
women. Make-sure they have all the proper ingredients
and utensils)

1; To start weaning correctly, at what_ageshonld you
start giving your child something else oosides
f,7 milk?

2. Why is mother's milk no longer nufficient for your
child?

3, What kind of food should you start introducing to your
child towards the fourth month? the sixth month?

GO over the main points in the objectives:



LESSON 5?: FEEDING AND WEANING :

The diet of a baby from 9 months to 1 year;

GOiL: To make mothers aware of the need to Continue
to breastfeed and_to vary their childrad'a diets When

they are between 10 months and one year;

owEcTrnsi- At the end of this lesson, pothers should be able to

list the following:

1. Just like adults, children are not happy when they
alwayo have to eat the same things.

2. A varied diet is necessary if the child .is

grow well.

3; As of 10 months, children are able to cat sel7ral
different kinda of food if they are well prepared.

4; Children must know thead footle if they are to E:

weaned without any problems.

VISUAL AIDS: Child eating pap - 5 moons under him. _ _

Bigger child with teeth r. 9 moons under him.
All_ foods available in the country cr region.
Child standing -- 1.2 moons under him.

PRES2NTATION; ShoW poster of olild eating pap at 5 months.

Heres Musa. What is ho doing?

How old Was he when he started eating pap?

Show same child at 9 months

Here's Musa now. How old is he?

Until now he has only had milk, and pap; would you
be happy if you only ate these things?

Musa is not happy either. Now when you give him
pap, he turns it down. He is always hungry.

What should we do? What other .toods can he eat?

Does he have teeth to cheW food with?

Food should be_well pounded and cooked so the
child can SWaliow it easily;;
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PRESENTATION-
(cont'd0 1 Show poster of_foodawhich_are available in th6

country or region. Have them identify each ono:
rice, maize, millet, sorghum, cassava, yaws; boana,_
pumpkin, tomatoesl'obions, baobab loaves, okra, carrots,
lemons, pineapples, bananas, moat, fish, .etc.

- If you only eatpap and milk do you have enough
strength to work?

TTIDSTIONS:

- No, because your body needs several different
kinds of food to give you strength and keep you in
good health. A child's body tv!,tt .$7he same needs as
an adult's.

Look at Musa now. Ho has grown a lot, hasn't he?

- Now mother's milk alone no longer suffices. If a child
does not get all the necessary foods_to give him
strength, will ho learn quickly how to crawl? How
to walk?

Show poster of same child at 12 moo,ths

Here is Mus again. How old is he now?

Ever since ha was 9 months old he has been gradually
eating more wAried foods. Now he likes nearly
everything.

- When .13.s mother finally etops breast feeding hit,, will he
have problerv3', Why not?

1. Does your child like to oat the same food all the
time?

2i. At what age can you start to vary his diet?

3: What are the different foods that ho can eat?,

4,; Why- should he get uscd. to oevoral different typos
of food?

5. What must you continue to do while adding new foods?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points la the objectives.
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FEEDING. AND WEANING

The diet of a child one year andover

GOAL: To make mothers aware that children should share
the family meal when they are one year old, but

that it is their responsibility to make sure he
gets enough good food for hiM, incleding.his mother's sink;

'OBJECTIVES: At the end of this leaSon, mothers should be able

to list the following:

1; By the time he is -one year old a child who eats
well should bo able to stand up; He will soon
walk unaided;

.2; The child should partake in the family meal;
Pe should be given his own bowl and eat at his
own speed,

3 His mother should make sure that ho receives a
Sufficient quantity and that it is varied.___HO____
needs to :.at three solid meala diierlday; She should

continue -to breast feed his too.
4. The child should rot eat sauces that have a

lot of red pepper.

VISUAL AIDS! Healthy'ene year old child (12 moons), standing
and walking alone.
Skinny one year old- sitting

- Family eating areUnd a bowl; a cad and skinny
Child not eating;
Mother giving her child a separate bowl, healthy
and happy child

- Red_peppex-
Child wish a full bowl in front of him, but
crying and not eating.

PRES2NTATIOn Show poster of healthy one year cid child
- Pow old is this child?

What is he doing ?_

Yes_, he is 7,tr,nding Without any help from his

mOther.

Show poster of skinny one year old sitting

- Now old is this child?

- Why can't he walk?

Show both posters side by side

What is the difference between these two children?

Why is the one child skinny? Do you want child

like this?

If YOU want your;child to leavn quickly how to
walk; what can you do?

What does the healthy child eat?

- Can he share the family meal?

If the answer is no, ask the following questions:

Few many tee -h does e. one year old have?

So can't he eat like grows

79 BEST rn7v ..%!: ILE
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If, a woman has a child that is one year old
or a few months older, ask her if he shares
the family meal.

Show poster of family ee.ting. ,

- What is happening in this poster?

- Why is the child so skinny?

- Why does be not get enough food?

-.Even if a child shares the family meal, he
may not get enough to eat;

- Who should help this child?

- What can she do for him?

Show poster of woman giving her child a3separate
bowl;

- Yes, it is the mother's_jobto take: care of
her child, to see that he eats properly.

- What meats and vegetables do you put in your
sauce? Do you put them in there everyday?

Explain that it is good to have a variety of meats
and vegetables to make a sauce nutritio-s.

- What else do you put in a-sauce besides
meats and vegetables?

Show 'emu the red pepper

- Can your child eat hot pepper by itself?

- Why not?

Show poster of child with a full -bowl in front of
him, but he is net eating and he's crying.

- Why is he crying?

Wby i R ho Tw eating?

Why not like the food?

142 1,%t this child's mother, what would
yo'4 e.46?

Seam children do not like hot penper. It
burns their mouths and stomachs. Also, it is
not good for them. Just like their skin, their
stomachs ar. tender.

-Are there some foods your child will not eat?.

=If the answer is yes, tell them that they
should put this food in front of hiM. 7 s can
take some with tu.s handlie If he does not want it,
ton her to try a_little_later; Maybe be is not
hungryy. She should not drop it just because he
turned it down the first time.

QUSTIOUS: 1. At what age can a child who eats well stand up
and walk alone?

2. When he is one year old can he eat-all- that an
adult eats? Can he take his meal -in the a* way?

3. Who should see that a child eats enough good -and

varied food?

SUMMARY:

4. What one thing do adults eat in their stew which is
not good for.children?

5, Give me names of other '7ecommended foods for chil-
dren of one year or more?

Go over them mein points in the objectives.

,,i,411ABLE
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LESSON OA: PROPER DISPOSAL OF BODY WASTES AND GARBAGE?

Flies :' diseasecarriers.

To.make listeners aware that flies care; diseases
and to- tell -them what steps should be taken to
keep-flies from contaminating food,.

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, lieteners should be able
to list the f011owing:

Flies pick upgerma'in human and other wastes.

2. They then.oarry these germs everywhere they goo
leaving.theis on your food among other:things;

3. If we eat this_foodi wawIII become siek.

4. To_protect food from fliesi it should be covered
until you are ready to eat it.

- Garbage dump with all aorta of wastes; flies are
buzzing everywhere;

a cut out fly

Uncovered food

- Family eating food that has been left uncovered

- Sick family

GOAL=

VISUAL AIDS:

Well covered food.

PRESENTATION: Show poster of dump. Put the cut out fly on it.

- Here is a garbege dump. What do you see there?

- What are these flies doing in the garbage?

- What else do you find in garbage?

- Do flies at,rays stay in dumps? Ilhere else do they
go?

What do they carry into your fOod?

Show poster with bowls of uncovered food. Tell them

to identify each object; Point out the flies.

- Where do these flies come from?

= What are they Leaving on,this food?

- This fly was bt.zzing around and landing on garbage
and body wastes. Now it is landing on this food.
It is dropping germs cnto it by urinating and
dropping pieces of dirt;

- What is this food like now?

- Show poster of family eating contaminated food;

- What /3 this family doing?

- What will happen to them?

Show poster of sick family.

-Here is the same family. The mother has stomach_
r-Nias, the father is vomiting and the little girl
has diarrhea.

it possible to kill all the flies?

- What can we do then?

Show poster of ccvered.food. Put the cut out fly on it.

rfr.ri V !Pi r
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- Here is the saur4 fly that cane Edam the c7Almr.

But all the bovia are covered; so the fly
cannot land on tf4'. _It will go_away-
there is nothing apts, fori nothing to eat.

QMEST/ONSI 1. What do f&I,66. pick up in garbage apd body
wastes ?.

2; Where do they deposit these,gerdia?

3; What will happen to us if we eat contaminated
food?

4; What can we do to protect ourselves and our food
from flies?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.

.;-11 &RE
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LESSON 6B: PROPER-DISPOSAL OF-BODY WASTES AND GARBAGE

Hol.r to coMbat flies

GOAL: To make listeners rware of the means at their dis-
posal that they can use to keep flies away;

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, listeners will be;able to
list the folliwngt

1. It is not possible to destroy all flies; but they
can be fought.

2. To control a fly's habitat, we need to build and
use latrines, burn garbage; fence in animals and
clean their living

3; If there is no latrine_. dig a small hole and cover
your stool with sand.

VISUAL AIDS: -Your child relieving himself on_the ground. Fie has
diarrhea; flies--are landing on his stool.

-4.atrine with a well-covered hOle
-Dump with garbage burning
-Some domestic animals well fenced in.
-Woman covering her stool with sand.

PRESENTATION: .Show poster of child relleVing himself on the ground.

-Where do flies live?

QUESTIONS:

-What do they eat?

-If they do not eat, what will happen to theM?

--Is it possible to kill all the flies that we see
around us?

-Why should we combat flies?

As -the following_questionsare asked; show_posters_of a
latrine, a burned garbage dump, and domestic animal-9
fenced in;

- How can we get rid of at least a few flies?

- How can we starve them and destroy their living
places?

Show-poster of woman relieving herself_inthe bush,
then covering ,her stool with sand. Ask .what she Is
doing._ Explain that_eved with_no latrine, she should
cover her stool to hide them from flies.

If we do all of this what will happen` to the flies
around us?

Is it possible to kill all the flies around us?

2. How can we combat flies?

Go over. the main points in the Ojectives;

BEIT CM' "!__; , 4
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--LESSON 6 PROPER DISPOSAL OF BODY WASTES AND GARBAGE

Protect your food

GOAL: To mako listeners aware of; the ways in which
proper food hygiene can be observed._

OBJECTIVES: At the end of this lesson, listeners will be able
to list the following:

1. We should wash our hands with soap and water__
before either cooking or eating f6od especially
after relieving ourselves.

2; Food should always be protected from -P146.; and
dirt.

3. Food should always be cooked, and-served in bowls
that have been washed and dried off the ground.

4. Skins of fruits and vegetables should lavays'bo
first washed* then peeled.

VISUAL AIDS: -Bowl with a cover
-Mango
-Basin with clean water
-Poster of bowls and pots laid out on a table

with water, soap, and a towel.

PRESENTATION: How do women in tho market spread out their pro-
duce?

- Is the food always well covered?

- How does food get oiled.ai the market?

What do you sometimes find on sweet rolls bought
in the market?

How can food become soilo4 in your compound?

Is soiled food goad to e: Whey 'not?

What does dirt carry?

If_your child eats a mi r _ that is covered
With dirt, What might happen him?

If your child eats a we roll dirty hands#
he will soil it. Then what will happen?

.

- What should your child do'before eating? WhItt should
your entire family do before eating? What should
you do before cooking?

Ask one of your listeners come and wash her hands
with you; Mention that although your hands may look
clean, they are in fact dirty.

Wht%t shcult\ jo-A.dc to pr`ect your food?

- We should only use dishes that have boon washed and
dries away from the ground;

Show poster of clean_bowls_a4d_pots laid -cut on a table
or in corner away from the Children and dirt* but
not ou .!.le ground.

-Raw fruits and v,Agots.bles should be well washed and
'peeled.

ASk_them_to_holp wash 0.nd peel a wango (or another
similar fruit). Exp:%ain that mangoes fall on the
ground which is soiled by fecal matter;

rn7",
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If any of them sell produce in the market, ask

them:

=How will you sell your produce in the market

et that they will not be covered with dirt and

flied?

-HOW should we select the i',od WO will eFtt,at the

market?

QUESTIONS: 1 How does food become soiled?

SUMMARY :

2; How can we keep OU.t food from becoming soiled?

3; Howshould we choose food when we eatat the

Market? Hew can we prate:et the food we sell?

Go over the Main points in the ObjeCtives;

OECT wet f!-LE.0, '4



LESSON 711i

GOAL:
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CONSEQUENCES OF THE IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF BODY WASTES

Diarrhea: how it spreads and how to avoid it

To _hake listeners aware of how diarrhea is spread
and how to avoid it.

OBJECTIVE . At the end of this lesson, listeners will to able
to list the following:

1. The stool of a person with diarrhea carries the
germs of that disease.

2. If a healthy_ person cones in contact with the
terms from this stool threigh either water, foccl,
or dirty hands ho will probably r. re liarrhea.'

The following steps should Pe taken to prevent
intestinal diseases:
a. build and uselatrineo

wash your 21ands with soap and wterbef ra
and after relieving- yourself,,

C. protect food from flies and.dus-:.
d. if it is_not_possibls to build a latrino

then at /east cover your etool with sand.

VISUAL AIDS: "oung child (Ss::nabou) with diarrlicarelie-;ing
herself ea the ground.
Sainabou and another. child_ (Abdou) plying on tho
ground; Abdou is touebing Sainabou' s dirty hands.
Abdou putting his dirty hands in his fool and
eating -it;
Binta mother)'leaving hc: family's meal
-uncovered.=

- All of Binta's family with diarrhea..
- 'tered ford.

ikhdou and Sainabou washing hais.

PREST.NTATION: poster of younf; Sn,,Inabou with .diarrheal relie
ving herself on the ground.

- Here's Seinabou is she? What is wroz
her?

3;

Sainabou is ill. She ha:: had diarrhea for 't,:70
days.

Mention that Sainabou'S stool is drying in the stir-.

- What happens to Sainabou'astool every time she has
diarrhea in the bush? .What -does the sun do to 4t?

- Where dc other people reliow, themselves?

What happens to their body wastes?

- It is clear that Sainabou haS not been taught
what good hygiene means because 'ler mother doas act
make sure tbat she washes ?zee hands after reI:cving
herself; There'ore, .7,Ainabou's hands are dir;:y.

Show pc ter of Salivabou and Abdou playing on thi
ground

- Here's Sainabou, who h...f?..,:.;;arrhza and A loos.
who is in goad heal They aro pla:ing in' the
sand. They are having a lot of fun; Abdou often
touches Sinabou's hands. Are ".oar hands clean?

fikf.litABLE 88
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-Since Abdou often touches Sainabou's bands, what
is happening to his bands?

,AndilfAbdou_goci:home ;Ind eats With his hands
_withoUt.washing them, wtet will he be putting into
his foot?

Vhen eats hie_foodi_diarrhea:caustng germs
ic-Tal enter his body through his mouth. What will
happen to him then?

-fiat should SiJnabou have done to keep from giving
Abu those germs?

-What should Abdou have dont; to keep from conta-
minating his food?

Show poster of Binta leaVing her family's food un-
covered.

-Here's_Binta. Is ghe covering the. food her family
is eating?

-what will get on this food when the food blows?

-What does windblown dust carry?

-So* What will happen to Binta's family when they
eat this food?

Show poster of Binta's family with diarrhea.

=When Binta and her family eat this food, germs
will go into their bodies through their mouths.
They will problbly get diarrhea.:

-fit should she do to protect her faileAy from
diarrhea causing germs?

-So, what should we all do to make sure that we
are in good health? What sholl'd we do to protect
ourselves from disaThea cexA_Iig germs?

it not possible 'Lk) build a latrine everyolt
should At least cover their body wastes with sarA.,

17JESTIOUS: 1. When someone has diarrhea, What 6z you often
his stool?

2. If these germs go_into a healthy person's body,
What Wi:1 happen to him?

3; How will OIarrhoa-causl:ng z:erms get into his body?

4; What should we do to avoid diarrhea?

SUMMILIIY: Go over the main points in the objectives;

IVT.M11.1Lr
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ItSSON 7B:

GOAL:

ORJECTIVESi

VIEUAL AIDS:

PRES-'3NTATION:

QUESTIONS:

.75 _

CONSEQUENCES OF THE IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF BODY WASTES

How to avoid dehydration when you have diarrhea,

To make listeners aware of the steps that need to
be taken to prevent dehydration.

1, When a child has diarrhea he_loses a large
quantity of water in his stool.

2, This water should be quickly replaced; other-
:438o, his body will become dr:L.-ad up; that is,
dehydrated.

3 If a child has serious dehydration, he should drink
a lot of water bemuse he meads to replace the
water that has beet lost.

- Child with diarrhea;
- Dehydrated child.
- Fresh red pepper and r: dried or

fresh temato and a dried c,ne
.-1 teaspoonful of salt, 6 au gar '-id a

spoon of rice, - E.7..6 salt-,

Shaw voster of ch..:.1:.d with diarrhan.,

- Here's Musa. Wbat is he doinT?

- He has had diarrhes, for two es:7c. What is his
stcol like when he bas'dia=b.oa?

It has a lot of va'sr,': heeaussi-s.o leues
water whn he "las diarl_a, What Musa be like
in a few d.-sy if this continues?

Show fresh red pepper r-nd dried pensr ter tomato);
Ask .11em to identify the padpers or tomatoes.

- When this pepper (or :i;o=1-:.to) acs .hied in the sun,
what has the cun tr::en out of itT

What is the okin of a dr1,.. 2epocr like?

- The care Fpolic If he T_
loses '.gate.' =:2 has cli.arhes; his
S kit inn bes6M,:, 1:ody will dry_up._H.Is
t oner-te will Be -:yes dry. He will
no longer foci like urinating bc..7.use there will
be almost no more water left in h.l.s bcdy.

Have you_ ever oc= a sH,d whoaa skin is wrinkled
and Who his had d!.errhe:. "or several days?

- If Muse: loses a iot of water end it is not re-
placed quickly: Musa will die

;.= What SheUld *io-ta be gi7en freoasnt/y to kosp from
having d skin?

If_Musa has serious diarrher:, be should drink
lot cf Water ,-wry d,ky. Ho mayalso pat` and
'oiled water; Ho should drink it in small do';:ls.

L -.4onstrate hew to cook a salt w ^r solutior and a
rice Water solution.. If there in alchild_aund
with diarrhea the solutien to him. .11.1.-ao, toll
his mothe7: to !Joe% medical attert!on.

1; When e. child has drrhea, ihLD does he lose in hits
stool?

88
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2; IT he dues mot quickly replace the lost water;
what may happen to him?

3. What_should you do to repIr.47s lost watts- when
you have diarrhea?

SUMMkRY: Go over the main points in 44-,-
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LESSON 7 CONSZWENCES CF THE .EMPROP, :ROM- WASTES

Intestinal worms

GOAL: To 'stake liSteherS aware tisat a-clid ,471:th iaA-esti;
worms it weak, mainoarith;ed t0
them what to de in order to wat'ar

09JECTIVES: 1. 7.ntestinal worms part of n ,th.i.1"_d's food.

child then beComes mal:-ourishefl, weak and
sickly.

2. Intestinal worms are transmittn; thrGugh body
wastes that are e; :posed.

3; Worms_can_enter a child_ through_hi rear_and_
When he sits on the ground. They can also enter
with soiled_water and food, or in soiled hands
placed in his mouth.

4. Another type Of worm is c-:rried by poorly cooked
beef.

5; To protect e baby from intestinel words; the
folloWing steps should be teen:

a; 3oi1 his drinking water at all_times.
b. Place him on a mat and -tot on the ground;
C. Cov6r your^ Th.od to protect it froM flies.

Cook_your-meatwell.
e. Build and use latrines;

6. If 4 child 26-, ucight. loses his appetite or
becomes pale _!;,,ds mother should bring him >o
a place where hiS stool an be examined;

VISUAL AIPS: -Child with inteSzmnal Worms (lage stomach, weer':,.

Skinny).
Same_-hild whose worms are visible in his stomach.

-Stool with worms in it
-Baby sitting_on the ground._
zTWO pieces of meat one well cooked; the other
pink on the Inside.

LESSON PLAN: Show poster of skinny child

- Abdoulid. That: does he look like?

- Ya;. Abden17:0: :t worms in his stomach.

= Worms yhat a pt,rson eats; in fact they steal
part of the food that we eat. As a result, Abdoulae
is maInouVished, weak and sickly;

El-low poster of stool with worms in it.

- What is this? What do you see in it?

- The worms living in- little Abdoulie's stomach come
out in hib Steel. If ho relieves himself just
anywhere_i_then ho contaminates_the ground with
WorMil, There are al80 invisible eggs in these
worms; These eggs stay in the ground.

i-:"-!!,44312i 90
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Show_poster a child sitting on the ground,
getting hie viands dirty;

- Here's M-1Aa is playing:near Abdoulie's body
wastes. will happen to him?

- To protect him from worms in the ciantaminated
ground, V,..fet Should Musa's mother do?

Show poster of open jars, uncovered dishes and un-
covered food. Have them identify each object;

= What Will happen to these jars and dishes?

- Soiled water and food are two other means through
which your child can have intestinal worms. What

can we do to avoid them?

Show poster of two pieces of meat; one well cooked,
the other pink on the inside.

- ;Hero are two pieces of meat. which piece would you
prefer to eat?

Show poster of Abdoulie.

- If your child starts lAeking like AbdouIle in spite
of all these prelautions, if he loses weight, be-
comes pale or loses his &petite, what should you dot

- Yes, you should take him to the dispensary or health
center; The nurse there can determine whether or
not your child hae -orms. If he does, the nurse can
then treat him;

QUESTIONS: 1; How is a child with intestinal worms: What does he
look like?

SUMMARY;

2. How can you or your baby get worms?

3. row Can we keep our babies from getting worms?

Go over. the main ointe in tho objectives.
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LESSON 81E: CONJUITC'TIVrTIS :

GOAL:

Symptoms and treatment of conjuncUyitis,

To make listeners_ aware- of the symptoms of conjunc-
tivitis and how it can be treated.

07JECTIV7S: At the end of this lesson, listeners will be able
to list the following:

1; The,symptoms.of conjunctivitiv; red eyes
and swollen eyelids, slight Viand a
discharge when !--lking 0-:_z:ming; eyelids
are sometimes stuck together

VISUAL AIDS:

To avoid serious complication:', is advisable
to soak medical attention. Before goingi you
shouldwash your.eyes with boiled,slightly
salted water after allowing it tc cool a bit;
The warm salty water will_heIp remov3 the pus
so the medicine you are given can be more effet-
tive.

3. Until conjunctivitis is completely cured, you
should wash your eyes three times a day with
salt water.

Child With conjunctivitis (red, puffy eyes with
adischarge).

- likither washing her child's eyes;
- Mother bringing child_' }o health ceni,ar.
A. clean piece of cloth.

- Warm salt water.
- Water and soap.
- Bowl;

PRESENTATION: - Has your child already had conjunctiNatis?

- What do your eyes look like when you have
conjunctivitis?

Show poster of child with conjunctivitis.

- Look at Abdulie. What is wrong with him?

- If your child has clnjunctivitin like Abdulie,
what shnuld you do?

Show post ,Jf woman washing her child' eyes and
poster of woman bringing hzr child to a health
centre as they answer the previous question.

How should you wash his eyes?

pToy fr.
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PRESENTATION.
- You should wash his eyes wlth_warm'salt_water

because it removes pus and allows medicine to
be more_effective. You should also use a
clean piece of cloth,

Propare the salt water solution. Ask a VtiMOM #0
wash her chife_:e eyes (if he has conjunc4137-itti4.
Even if ho does nott_ask her to do it to-show
that the solution does not harm him; Explain _

that since conjunctivitis is often contaelemet she
should always wash her hands and wash the cloth
after washing her child' eeyes.

- Is it enough to wash his eyes just once?'

- You should wash his eyes at least three times a
day and go to the health centre for treatusmt.

QUESTIONS: 1. that are the a'items of conjunctivitis?

2. Row can you treat it?

3. How should you wash your eves? Why?

4; How many times a day should yeu do this?

SUMMARY: Go over the main paints the objectives.
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LESSON 8B : coNJuNCrrirriS

How conjunctivitis is spread and how it can be
prevented.

- GOAL: To make listeners know how_ conjunctivitis is
spread and how to prevent it

OBJECTIVES:

VISUAL AIDS:

At the ena of tnis lesson, listeners should be
able to list the following:

1. Conjunctivitis is an inflammation often dne to
irritation of one's from dust and wind.
It is therefore much more frequent during the_
dry season.

2. Conjunctivitis is often contagious. -Tears psis,

all that runs out of an infected eye carry ,:4n-
junctivitis germs.

3.. These germs are apread to healthy persons
contact With hands, Clothes and other thivs
that have been contaminated. Flies e..;.se Gry
it;

4; The steps to be taken are the following ;:es:

a. During the dry season, cover yourtaby's
head with a cap when you are carryin.J; him
on your back,

b. You should wash your eyes and your child's
eyes 'len youvake up;

Pre eody hygiene and. compound sanitation
observed so c-:a not to attract nios.

U. Avoid all contact with someone rho has
conjunctiviis.'

=- A baby, Abdoulie* being-carried on his mother's
back; wind mad sc.,rd ar.c . going into hie eyes.

= A det0 Aminata, with conjunctivitis, she is
touinz her oyes;

- Aminata removing 'pus_ the_child's eyes;
Hali, with her healthy child (Bekadi) on her
back, in the_room ef_a girl who has conjunctivitis;
there are a lot of flies.around the sick girl,
and a fly on Bakadi's eyes;

- Have you ever had sand in your eyes? Did it *=lit?
What does it make you do?

Show poster of bab7 on mother's back;
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PRESENTATION -

(cont'd) - Here's Abdoulie. He is on his mother's back.
Since it is the dry season, there is wind and
dust in the air.. What will happen to AbdeUlle?

Show poster of mother with conjunctiVitis.

- Here's Aminata. She has conjunctivitis. She is
rubbing her eyes. They are red and irritated;
What does she now have on her hands?

Show poster of mother wiping her chin's .-,yes.

- Her child wakes up. He erio-x, ea.; is

wiping his eyos with hex fingsrs.
What is she spreading o .ar c',..tia's eyes?

- Her child will now haves ,unctivitis,

Shot!' poster of a mother and her child in the same
room with a girl that has conjunctivitis;

- Here's Hadi and her child Bakadi. They have gone
to their neighbour's house for a visit. Thelx
neighbour's girl has conjunctivitis.

- Here's Isatou. What do you see buzzing around
her head?

- Look at Bakadi. Whrt is buzzing around bar oyes?
- If flies land on Isatou's infected eyes, what

will get on their legs?
- Than if they land on Bakadi, what will happen to

her?
- You see now that conjunctivitis starts with

irritated eyes. For example, when the wind blovs,
sand gets into your eyes and irritates them.
Contaminated hands also carry its germs as well au
flies;

- What can we do to prevent con,unctivitis?

Show posters of women carrying their children
on their becks:

- We need 3,-,'Irotect ourselves from fIl3s;
- How?

Show poster of woman wiping her child's eyes.

What should Aminata do to protect her child if
herself has conjunctivitis?

QUESTIONS* 1. What causes conjunctitis?

2. How is it spread?

3. What steps must be taken to prevent conjunctivitis?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectivos.



LESSON 9A :

GOAL:
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MALARIA :

Symptoms and treatment, of malaria

To mako mothers aware of the symptoms of malaria, to
identify mosquitoes as carriers and to explain what
the treatment is.

09JECTIVES: 1. The 'symptoms of malaria are a) .7: headache b)
chills c) fever and heavy perspiration d)
vomiting and general fatigue, aches and paiuf,Y.

2; MaIaria is carried by infected mosquitoes. '''hien

they bite us, malaria germs are injected ini:o our
brood;

VISUAL AIDS:

3. To treat malaria, you should seek medical atten-
tion, rest and drink a lot of water.

- Boy covered. with a blanket, sweating heavily.
Stagnant water and grass.

- Stagnant water; grass and several mesquiteJs.
- Kosquito biting 0. boy.

PRESENTATION: Show poster of sick, covered boy.

Here'_s Musa, He has malaria.
- How do you feel when you have mmlaria? What are

its_ symptoms?
Miring which season de people stiffer a ';').t from
malaria? Why?

Show poster of stagnant water and g-dss and mosquitoes,

- What insect do you find in these places?

Show poster of mosquito biting someone

- What. Is this mcito doing?
Nhat do you sew whe you kill a mosquito that is
biting you?

Show poster of sick, covered boy.

- When a mosquito bite., u", he sucks Llood out. Mit
he also injer!ts malaria germs Into our blootL,
These same germs give us malaria.
How_do_you_treat_malaria?

- What should. you do e.fter you return hope?
- you are sick, you are very tired,' aren't you?

What should yi:u do to regain_ your strength?
- Aren't you thirsty when you have a fever?
- When you're thirsty it means 71ur body needs a lot

of water; If' you do not drink enough water, your
.body will become weak. So, what shoul&you do when
you have a fever?

kifrd;', LE



QUESTION: 1; What are the signs of malaria?

2. Where does malaria come from?

3. 'What should you do to.treat malaria?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objective.



LESSON 9

GOAL:

85 -

Hon Matiti*Is is spread and how to prevent it.

,
To maLo, wor;ter. aware of how malaria is Spread and
how tOlirevent it.

OBJECTIVES: 1. Malaria terms are found in a sick perscn's tlocd;

2. Moo in blood; If a healthy person is
bitten Mosquito who has z7ust bitten a sick
perso, r'at.viti en malaria.

3. Mosquits "SMed in Water and live in grass,
stagnant TAater and dalaz corners.

4. To prevent tad disease you shoUld_combat
mosquito Cover all Water containers, bury
those_that y.60; can ne ladder use, cut the grass
around yoli boUse and slOep under a mosquito net.

VISUAL AIDS: Show poster of mosquito.

- What carries malaria from one person to the next?
- How does It feed'itvelf?
- Mosquitoos need blnod in order to live. Where do

they find it?
- Where do you find Malaria gerua when you have
malaria?

- If a mosquito b4£494 someone with malaria what does
the mosquito pick iap?

-,/f the same morsquito bites us P.ft3r biting a person
with malaria, what will he inject into our bodies?

- What may happen to us then?
What should we do to avoid ma/aria, since mosquitoes
carry it?

- During what season do we find a lot of mosquitoes?
- Do mosquitoes like water?
- Where are they born?
- The little worms that you see in the water during

the rainy season arq_baby mosquitoes; They are
born in the water. So what should we do to all
of our water containers, drums, calabashes and
pots, etc. to keep mosquitoes frombreeding_there?

_Show -poster Of a covered jar ene drnm.

- There are alsoold cans and calabashas that can
hold water during the rainy season. What should
you do with them?
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PRESENTATION.
(cont d) Show poster of man burying old cans. .

- When mosquitoes use fully grown, whore do fhey
hide during the day?

- What shauld we do with grass to keep mosquitoes
away from us"!

Shaw poster (v... AtCrt (:).3:0::a3g and pulling grass out
near his house.

At What time ie.VN.= flay do mosquitoes bother us the
most?
Uhat can you buy i/.1 the Market to protect you
from mosquitoes at nigh0

Snow poster of woman sleeping uncle,* et mosquito net.

QUESTIONS: 1 Where can malaria germs be foundT.

2 What carries malaria?

3, :BOW dO mosquitoes pass malaria on?

4, Ntto.'t steps can you take to combat mosquitOes?

SUMMARY: Go over the main points in the objectives.
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LESSON le; COL :

GOAL:

= 87 =

Sy toms and treatment of colds.

To make woman aware that colds can become worse if
they are not taken care of.

OBJECTIVES: 1. When children haVe Coldt; they Will laSt a long
time_ or they Will become more ill if tney are
not taken care of.

2; Uhet_e child -has a cold, he shonld be kept warm
and made to rest; He needs food and a Idt of
liquids* especially fruit juiced.

3. If his condition worsens Ihe coughs a lot; has
fever; had problems breathing or vomits) he
should be brought to a C_ispensary.

a

VISUAL AIDSi = Child with z_runny nose
- Nether and child .ciarm7.y dresocd for the cold season

- Mother washing her child .

- Nell covered child sleeping_:
- Mother giving food and drink to her child
= Mother takingher child to the dispensary
- Very sick child

PRESENTATION: Show poster of child With a runny node. Ask mothers
what 'he has.__Explain that a cold can last long and
weaken a child. He may become more ill if he Is not
cared for

Show poster of varmIy dressed mother and child.

- What olotheS do you we:;r-whexifi
7dtplain_th?;t-thesame applies to e child* especially

--if ho ehas a cold;

Show-poster of woman washing her child.

- If your child has a cold where and when should you
wash him sp as not to I:cordon his condition?

Discuss how this child should be protected frepa'the
cold weather. He should be given a bath in the
middle of the day when it is urrm enoughi' heatthe:
water if possible* then dry hl.ra and nut his clothes
back on quickly;

Show poster of well covered child sleeping.

r
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PRESENTATION,
(cont'd)

QUESTIONS:

SUMMARY!

88

- You feel tired when you are sick; De you feel
like sleeping a lot?

- When you are sick you need a let Of rest. It
helps us_get better. _

-- A child with a cold shodld haVe enough rest.
-Wow should you protect your child when ho is
sleeping?

Show poster of woman who_is_elYing food and drink to
her.sick child. Ask what she is doing.

- When a child is sick he needs strength to fight
his illness. Otherwise, he will be weak; He needs
to eat and drink in order to get well. Fruit

. juices are very good for other children With colds,
especially lime j.d.ce.

Show poster of woman and child et the disPohs-47.1.
Ask what is happening in the poster; Ehcourage them
to seek medical attention for their children even
when thoy have a_ simple cold,

Show poster of very sick child.

-= Why is this child so sick? What didn't his mother
do?

- childls cold -gets baclan&he starts_to have a- fever and coughs Land has trouble breathing, some-
times vomiting) then you should immediately seek
Medical attention;

1. What will happen if proper care is not given to
a child With a cold?

2; How should you care. for him?

3; What are the signs of a very bad cold?

4; What anduld you do in those cases?

GO over tl-e main points in the objective-6;
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LESSON 1O

GOAL:

OBJECTIVES:

VISUAL AIDS:

- 89 -

COLDS

How colds are spread and how to prevent them

To Make listeners .aware of how 001dS are spread and
what they7can do to prevent them.

1; You can cattails: cold by being In. contet with
another person who has one or by catching a chl:"..

2. To avoid colds you should:

a) Be well covered when you sleep if the weather
is cold;

b Dress warmly during the cold season::
c Avoid catching a chill when you bathe.
d Eat fruit
e Avoid draughts;

When you have a cold, there are steps that you can
take to avoid spreading it:

Soo"

a) Since cold germs are found in the mucus in your
nose, wash your_hands after blowing your nose.

b) Cover your mouth when you cough,

Maimuna, with F. cold.
lien_ covered child sleeping.

- Child with clothes on.
- Mother drying child after his bath.

PRESENTATION: Show poster of child with a cold;

Heres_Maimuna; She has a cold; What is she doin;
- How did she catch a cold?
- You can catch a cold if you get a chill How can
you get a chill?_

- How can you avoid colds and thAAti

Show_poster of sleeping child, child with clothes on,
-child being dried and add these comments to their
answers:

- Germs can be found in your nasal discharges. They
are also_spread when you cough;

- Maimuna has a cold. She has brothers and sisters.;
What can:her mother do to protect her brothers
sisters from Maimuna's cold?

- What should she do after removLng nasal discharges
from Maimuna's nose?
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PRESENTATION_
(cont'd) 2 So, what shOUld her mother do in this case to

avoid spreading Maimuna's cold?

Since germs are thFown out into the air when .you
cough,_ what should both children and adults do

when they cough?

QUESTIONS: 1. How can you catch a cold?

2. How-can you avoid chills that may cause colds?

3. Where are cold germs found?

What can you do to keep people from spreading
cold germ8?

SUMMARY: GO oVer the main points in the objectives.
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LESSON 11: CUTS AND SORES :

GOAL:

OWECTIVES:

VISUAL,AIDS:

HOW to administer first aid and hOW to avoid cuts
and sores

Tomakeliateners al/are of how important it is to
care for a cut ImMediately and continually until it
is completely better. and to tell them hOW cuts can :le
prevented.

Corns can enter your body through a cut;

2; Cuts should be cared for immediately; otherVise,
there will be an infettion.

3. You should wash atilt with boiled water and soap
and cover it with a clean cloth.

4; To prevent cuts and sores you should:

a) Keep Sharp_and d.-,mgerous objects out of the
reach of children..

b) Try_hot to scratch insect bites,
C) Near shoes or sandals if possible.
d) Ketp_your_children from ruining with or

playing With dangerous objects.

A basin with boiled water
Soap

- A piece of clean cloth

PRESENTATION: If there is a child around with a cut or a sore, havehim come. Have the mother describe the wound and tellthem why it is dangerous to leave it exposed.

Look atyour skin and your child's skin What
his:ppens Whoh you atop in a_sharp object?
What can come into your body through a cut?How? Tell Me of other ways that you can cut your-
self,_and_let dirt in;

- What do dirt and dust carry?
= Since germs can cause infections what should We do'right away when we have a cut?

Explain that an infected cut door not get better
quickly; it becomes very painful and may get worse.Ask if they have ever seen a cut like that. Ask themto describe an infected cut.

... ;That should we do to keep a cut from becominginfected?
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PRESENTATION
(comt'd) How should we care for a cut?

If a mother already has a pretty good way of taring
for cutsj encourage her by emphasizing the'follow-
ing points:

1. Wash your hands with soap
2. Clean the cut with boiled water using

a clean piece of tlothihen _Clean the area
aroundthe cut. Do not do the opposite; trriiii

a_clean piece of cloth eath_timie
3. Rinse the cut with boiled water
4. Cover the cut with a oloan dry: pleco_of cloth
5. Bring the child to the dispensary if the cut is

deep
.6. Clean and_ replace the bandage every day until the

'wound is libeled
7. When_the wound begins te_libely take off the cloth

at night to speed the healing process;

If a child nearby has a_cuti have his mother demonstrate
the proper way to tare for the wound.- If it is deep;
advise her to take the child to the dispensary.

How can We wroid wounds? _(Elicit answers as in
point 4 of the Cibjectives)

QUESTIONS: 1. Whet should we do When we have a cut or a sore?

2 What:are the etepe needed to care for a cut? ,

SUMMS.RYi

3. How can we avoid .wounds?

Go over the main points in the objectives.
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LESSON 12: IgHUNIZATIONS :

The importance of immunizatiork.
GOAL: To make mothers ware that they can protect their

children from jtatiy diseases by having their ir:11:nizn.tions

OBJECTIVES: 1. Parents (or the mother) are responsible for iro-
tooting their childreh from disease;'

2. Ons,of the simpiett_and mosteffedtive means ofprotecting people is by vaccination.

VISUAL AIDS:

PRESENTATION:

3; An immunization is a shot that protects us from
a_specific disaaSa. There are different vaccina-tion for every disease.

Ivory time immunizationtare made available
parents Shotild bring their children with theirhealth record because some immunizations are dnlygood for a few years;

- Child with Whooping cough
Child with measles

- Child With smallpox
Villaz;e Chief

- A child, Abdoulie; with his mother. They are beingvaccinated by a foot _jet,
Nomant_Mariamai showing het health record to the nurse- Child with tetanus

- During the cold seraon; how do you protect your child?why?
During the_dry season; how do you protect your babyfkom the dust?

- Why?
Have you ever bought ju-jus?

- So it is your responsibility
to protect your child;

Show posters Of:children with various diseases;Identify each one;

Does any mother want her child to havo thede diseases?- What should you do to protect your child from theatidiseases?
Ono of the simplest_and mott effective ways ofprotecting your children from these alseasesisimmuniZation. An immunization is a shot that 1,1'07toots us_ from a specific- disease: There is a shotfor Iriptheria; Tetanus; Whooping cough:, one forHeasls and one fOr TubercuIosit.
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PRESENTATION.
(cont4d) Show poster of village chief

Here's Alkaio Cham. What is he-doing?

He is telling children to go_and get their immuni-
zations at the dispensary. Who should bring the
children there?

- Who is responsible for protecting children from
diseases?

Show poster of child and his mother being vaccinated.

- Here's Mariama, With AbdoUlie, her child, She
brought him to be vaccinated. She does it every
time the Vill'age Chief announces it. Why does she
go every time it Is announced?
She goes because each vacl..ination is only good for
a period of time. How often should you go to
receive immunizations?

Show poster of Mariama shdwing her health record to
the nurse.

- Here's Mariana again. She has Abdou's record.
Tae nurse writes down the date and the type of
vaccine. The vaccine lasts for a specific amount
of time. When the nurse looks at the record, she
will knew if the child is still protected.

QUESTIONS: 1. Who is responsible for a child's protection?

SUMMARY:

2. How can_a child_be_protected from umallpcx, measles,
tuberculosls and cholera?

1. How ofton should you go to get immunizations? Why?

4. What should you do with your record (or card)?

Go over the main points in the objectives.
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APPENDIX A

siVIIJ4P7PTP7P FOR WEANING FOODS

Cous:Cous:

CoUs (200 gr:-.ms)

Egg

Milk (if available) or water

1. Prepare cous pap in usual way

2. Add egg and milk beforeserving

Rice and Groundnuts

1. Roast shelled peanuts and remove skins

2; Pound to a fine paste

3; Cook rice in usual way

4. Add peanut paste and beat until creamy

Banana- Peanut Palaka

1 cup cous

1 banana

1 handful groundnuts

1. Roast nuts and remove skins

2. Put nuts and bananat-cothor

3. Add to cous - or serve alone

Yam Yurayane

1 sweet potato

1 handful lightly roasted groundnuts

PaImeil (15 grams)

Salt

1. Steam or Roast Yam

2. Remove skins from ruts

3. Pound yam until fine

4. Add salt and warmed palmeil

DEgT Ct,71 AVA:L4BLE
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M114(4. Soup

Millet flour (75 grams)

Pow.:ered white fish (1 small fish)

Salt (pinch)

Tomato

Water

1. Boil water

2; Add salt and tomato

3; Add the powdered fish and simmer fel.. some time

4. Simmer for another 30 minutes

Rice and Spinach

Rice (135 exams)

Water (0.5 to 1.0 litres)

Spinach or equivalent dark green leafy vegetable (50 grams)

1. Add rice to boiling salted water

2. Add chopped spinach 5 minutes before rice is done

3. Continue cooking until rice is done

Corn Porridge

Corti (maize) flour (75 gxams)

Dried skim mii(grams)
Sugar (20 grams)

Water (0.5 litres)

1. Combine corn flour and dried skim milk em a saucepan

2. Mix with some of the water to a smooth paste.

3; Add the remaining water and bring to a boil

4i Cook gently for 45 minutes With constant stirring

. Add sugar for flavour and salt if deslied-
. .
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APPENDIX .B

TrrplyDorr LEXICON a woLLop. AND MANDINKA

Nutrienta Eng liah Wollof ilF41P4pY

Vitamin A Lettuce Salad Salato
.

Vitamin C ''Tomatoes Tatat eh Mentengo

Spring onion Sobleh (liyong_
nyihop)

Jabo

Salf".d oil Diwlin Tule

BrownNinegar Binegar Binegaro

Vitamin A Egg plant,
Garden Egg.

Batatizi Datanzno

Iron Okra Kanjo. Kanjo

PhesphateiC. Pumpkin, Squash Banga Nyejngo
Calcium

Vitamin C Chilli_peppers
large hot

Caral. bu didja Kanibo.

-Vitamin C Chilli peppers
small!. very hot

Canibu seu Kanimeseng

Vitamin C Sweet peppers Carni bu am sucre Leng_kmmi
kumabalo

Iron Spinach, Greens Greens Jambe
Iron,C Spinach Bissarp Kucha
IroniA Bitter tomatoes Jahartn Jaato
A,B1,B2 Cassava leaves Nyambi Nyambo

'Calcium

Vitamin,C Potatoes Pumpitar Pumpitero

Onions Lin7ong Jabo
Vitamin,A Cabbage Supameh Supameh
Vitamin,A Carrot Carrot Carreto

Green be Nyebeh toubab Tubb sosoe
Black eye beans Nyebdh See.o

B2 Sweet potato
leaves

Patate Patato

Rice' Mario Mano
Vitamin C Parsley Roff

Egg Nen S:L.cn Kilo

Iron,Phosphate Cashew nuts Cashew Cashewo
Protein B Groundnuts Gerrteh Tiyo

RESTCC:-:YAVAILARE Ili



Calcium,A

Protein & Iron

Vitamin C
11

Vitamin C,A.

C,B1

C

Iron ,B2

Phosphate ,Iron

Calcium
Iron

Vitamin C

It

Ground black
Pepper

Uhole black
pepper

Bay leaves

Garlic

Salt

Roo- Salt

Tosicato Paste

Pa3

Ear e.."4.p for
laundry

Omo

Beef without
bone

Beef with bone
Mutton
Lady fish

aarracuta

Smoked Tuna

Oranges

Limes

Dittah looks

3uli, fruit

Mandarin,
Tangerine

Grapefruit

Banana

Pawpaw, Papaya

Melon

Apples

Mangoe

Soursop

Pineapple

Avacado Peer

2 -

Paubar.

Lotisrah.

Larch

H)rrumbu mocca

Horrum

Patti tomateh

Dutiir:

Sarbu Forte

Omo

Beefstek

Yappa ak yah
Yappi Karr
Tornun

Sedda

Kong

Sorrence

Lemong

like a brown stone green

of baobab, large

Coconut

Bread

Mandarin

Paubao

Loria

arjo
Ko munko

K6 bero

Menteng poto

Tentulo, tuIuseh

Safuno

oio

Beef

Subo ting kul°
Saji subs
Tornuno

Wangkango

KtnkeIeng

Sorranso

Lemuna messengo

flesh TA16

green fUrry hard Shell, flesh
Sito

Mandarin°

Lemon Gayer

Banana

Papakayor

Milong

Pom

Mangorro

Sissop

Annanas

Pier

Coco.

Mburu

112

Grapefruits

Banano

Pakayo

Saro

Pomo

DutO

Sunkungo

Sanans

Pier

C666.

Mborti
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APPENDIX C:

COMPLEMENTARY PROTEINS

This is of interest to theSe who have difficulty; for economic

or supply reasons, obtaining foods of animal origin, meats;

dairy products, eggs and fiSh. The key here is to not only get an

adequate QUANTITY of protein, but to get a good enough QUALITY of

protein; This refers again to the indispensable amino acids which

occur in different proportions in diffe:nt foods. And since

during digestion all protein entering the body cotes as indivi-

dual amino acids, the goal is to take in (eat) an adequate,

amount of these individual indispensable amino acids together or

Within a 3-4 hour time span. This can easily be accomplished by

eating foods together that complement each other or, in

other words,

of an indispensable amino acid in another food eaten during the same

each food makes up for a deficiency (or low proportion)

T. time span. A good example is one seen often in The Gambia. Rural

people often subSiSt on a diet combining millet (coos) with a

peanut sauce. Millet has a low proportion of the amino acid

Lysine while peanuts haVe a much higher proportion of Lysine.

However, peanuts are lbw in Methionine while millet is higher, so

combining protein from each of these food sources will be better;

Of the 8 indispensable amino acids, only four are likely to cause

nutrition problems, and of these only two are of importance to

those interested in improving their diet. These are the two

mentioned, Lysine and Methionine. The following is a table listing

foods having either of these as their limiting amino acid. After

the table a suggested general eating ratio is given for theSd febdt.
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A44..:110 ACIDS

Lysine Methionine

Millet A 36ans (Legumes)

Wheat A Peanuts

Corn A Edible Leaves

Sorghum Peas

Rice A (banana

Sesame 3 (manioc
Nuts 5 (yams

-4TING RATIO

3 parts A : 1 part D

1 part A : 1 part E

1 part n : 1 part D

1 part 3 : parts E

The eating retie only indicates the best proportion_ on a calculated
theoretical basis, So this serves as'a good indication of the best
mixing proportions; Dut any mixing of the left column foods With
the-right column foods is helpfnl, Or two left and one right er
vice versa = any of these comb:.nations will help protein
utiltzct on:

4

Also/kny of the following eggs, chicken, beef; fish, milk-added to
foodS of either column or to any co-lf,nations of foods will help

2

proOin utilization greatly 2s these foods are high in both anoint
'%

and proportion of Lysine and Methztonine.

The three etapree eLL- the bottom of the Methionine column (banaha;
manioc and yams) era listed together and apart as their protein
quantity is only around 1 percent and thus is markedly different
from any of the other toodc. It would be very unlikely for an adult
and impossible for children to ger adequate protein It a diet
exclusively with these three; But they are in many places eaten in
largo quantities and thus it does seem usefUl to be aware of their
limiting amino -acids;

Adapted from: -Nutrition Handbcc-z";

Peace Corps/Ivory Coastt
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